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Welcome to 
ST. CLOUD STATE 
U N V E R S T y 
A tradition of excel lence and opportunity 
from the D ea n . .. 
Welcome to St. Cloud State Unive rsit.:J Summer Sessions 1997-
The summer session is designed with the student in mind. Whether you are 
starting a degree program, completing one, updating professional skills, catching 
up on courses, or getting a head start , St. Cloud State university is the place to 
be. The faculty and staff want to help you reach your goals. 
You will find a rich variety of courses in the more than 600 classes offered in 
the five colleges of the university. In addition , more than 100 workshops, short 
courses, evening courses, seminars , and non-credit conferences are designed to 
meet your specific needs and interests. These run in length from one day to sever-
al weeks. Classes are scheduled Monday through Thursday, providing long week-
ends for time with friends and family or additional hours to work at those 
income-producing activities. 
Many who have attended St. Cloud State University in previous summers indi-
cated that they have enjoyed the smaller class sizes and relaxed atmosphere. 
Many of the smaller classes permit a closer interaction between faculty and stu-
dents. And, because of the smaller number of students enrolled, the concerns that 
always seem to be associated with universities, such as parking or access to uni-
versity facilities , are considerably reduced in the summer. 
On behalf of the entire SCSU faculty and staff, I welcome you to Summer 
Session , 1997. We are here to help you . We want you to have an enjoyable and 
rewarding experience at St. Cloud State University this summer. The staff of the 
Office of Summer Sessions will attempt to do all they can to assist you . Please feel 
free to stop in and see us in 121 Administrative Services Bldg., or give us a call at 
(320) 255-2113. 
We look forward to seeing .'.Jou this summer. 
Sincerely, 
Dennis Nunes, director of summer sessions 
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) f you would like to apply for admission to 
St. Cloud State University as an undergraduate 
student, please write: 
Office of Admissions 
115 Administrative Services Building 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
for admission information and materials. 
They also can be reached by phone: (320) 255-
2243 or 1-800-369-4260. 
Your high school counselor also may have 
admission information and materials. The 
admissions office welcomes prospective students 
who wish to tour the campus and/or visit with 
an admission counselor. 
Graduate students pursuing admission to a 
master's or post master's program should request 
application materials by contacting: 
Office of Graduate Studies 
121 Administrative Services Bldg. 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
Phone: (320) 255-2113 or 1-800-369-4260. 
As a HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT you may 
attend SCSU summer sessions if you have com-
pleted your junior year of high school. You must 
provide information on your academic standing, 
with signatures from your high school counselor 
and parents. Forms are available in the Office of 
Records and Registration, AS-ll8. 
Students who wish to attend St. Cloud State 
University but are not pursuing a degree are 
automatically classified as a non-degree student. 
The data information form in the middle of 
this class schedule serves as the admission form 
for special students. As a special student you 
may begin registration for summer on April 24 
using the last two digits of your social security 
number to determine your earliest registration 
opportunity 
If you have not attended St. Cloud State 
University recently, please fill out the data infor-
mation form in the middle of this booklet to 
activate your file. This will give you ready access 
to the touchtone registration system ( TtRS). 
Immunization re9uirement 
The Minnesota Statute (MS 135. Al4) 
requires students attending any school in 
Minnesota to show proof of immunity to 
measles, mumps rubella, diphtheria, and 
tetanus. Forms are available in Health Services 
located in Hill Hall. 
Anyone enrolled in more than one class who 
fails to submit the required information will not 
be allowed to register for any subsequent quar-
ters. Students who were born before 1957, are 
enrolled in only one class, or are enrolled in 
only extension classes are exempt from this law. 
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Student services 
financial aid 
Summer financial aid eligibility is based on 
application materials submitted for the previous 
academic year. A separate summer application is 
required; these are available in the Office of 
Scholarships and Financial Aid at the end of 
March. Students may be eligible to receive the 
following types of aid: 
1. Federal Stafford loan 
2. Federal parent loan (PLUS) 
3. Student Educational Loan Fund (SELF) 
4. Minnesota state grant 
5. Federal Pell grant 
6. Work study employment 
7. Federal unsubsidized Stafford loan 
Students must be enrolled at least half-time 
to be eligible to receive any loans. Regulations 
stipulate that a student must be accepted into a 
degree or certificate program in order to be eligi-
ble to receive aid. Students must attend first 
summer session in order to receive aid. For 
more information regarding the summer aid 
application process or application materials, 
contact the Office of Scholarships and Financial 
Aid, AS 106; (320) 255-2047. 
Residential Life 
Single and double rooms for men, women, 
and married couples are available in the resi-
dence halls. Approximate rates will be $180 per 
person/per session for a double room and $220 
per person/per session for a single room. Daily 
rates are $12 for a double room and $17.50 for 
a single room. These rates are subject to change 
by action of the MnSCU Board. The residence 
halls will open for occupancy 1:00 p.m. Sunday, 
June 8 and will remain open for both summer 
terms. If you are interested in reserving a room 
in a residence hall, you may write for applica-
tion materials: 
Office of Residential Life 
St. Cloud State University 
720-4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
(320) 255-2166 
During the summer terms reservations are 
for residence hall rooms only. Students should 
furnish personal items including pillows, linens, 
and blankets for a twin size bed. Food service is 
available at Atwood Center on a cash a la carte 
basis. The halls also provide small kitchen units 
which are available for snack preparation. Room 
refrigerators may be rented. 
Campus Child Care Center 
St. Cloud State University's Campus Child 
Care Center enrolls children aged infant (2-15 
months), toddler (16-32 months), and preschool 
(33 months-5 years). During the summer ses-
sions, services are available from 7 :00 a. m. to 
4:00 p. m., Monday through Thursday. 
The center is licensed by the Minnesota 
Department of Human Services to serve 57 full-
time equivalent children. There is high demand 
for these limited spaces. Currently enrolled chil-
dren have an enrollment priority for the next 
quarter. Please keep this in mind and make your 
arrangements early. 
Because many summer session students 
attend SCSU only during the summer, we main-
tain a "summer only" waitin6 list, as well as our 
regular external waiting list. Therefore, when 
making your summer child care arrangements, 
be sure to specify that your needs are for the 
summer only in your initial contact with the 
center. 
For more information and registration forms, 
contact: 
Campus Child Care Center 
122 Engineering and Computing Center 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
(320) 255-3296 
Health insurance 
The Minnesota State Colleges and 
Universities (MnSCU) system traditionally has 
sponsored a student health insurance plan 
underwritten by a private insurance company If 
you are not covered by your parent's plan or do 
not have an individual plan, you might want to 
consider the system sponsored plan. Please 




St. Cloud State University 
720-4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 -4498 
(320) 255-3191 
SCSU paliC9 statement on 
non-discrimination in emplo_yment 
and education opparl:unit_y 
St. Cloud State University is committed to a 
policy of nondiscrimination in employment and 
education opportunity. No person will be dis-
criminated against in the terms and conditions 
of employment, personal practices or student 
access to and participation in programs, services 
and activities with regard to race, sex, color, 
creed, religion, age, national origin, disability, 
marital status, status with regard to public assis-
tance, sexual orientation or membership or 
activity in a local commission as defined by law: 
Harassment based on race, sex, color, religion, 
age, national origin, disability or sexual prefer-
ence is a form of discrimination and is prohibit-
ed by this policy. 
Sexual harassment and sexual 
violence policies 
MnSCU and SCSU policies and procedures 
forbid sexual harassment and sexual violence 
and provide for the reporting, investigation, and 
disposition of such incidents . Incidents of sexual 
harassment are to be reported to the Affirmative 
Action Office, AS 209 (654-5123). Incidents of 
sexual assault or violence are to be reported to 
the Womens Center, Colbert House North (255-
4958), Campus Security, AS 102 (255-3453), or 
the St. Cloud Police (911). Copies of sexual 
harassment and sexual violence policies are 
available in the above named SCSU offices. 
TTY service 
TTY service is available at (320) 255-2168 
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. for the hearing impaired 
to assist them in registering over the Touchtone 
system. 
Farking 
During both summer terms, parking in all 
student lots is free of charge. A pay lot also is 
available for parking at a rate of fifty cents per 
hour. Students are not permitted to park in fac-
ulty/staff lots before 3:00 p .m. 
Ubra'"9 
The Learning Resources Center, located in 
Centennial Hall, provides learning materials in 
both print and non-print form. 
The library has a computerized catalog 
known as the PAl.S system. Through it you may 
search not only the holdings in St. Cloud, but 
those of every other member of the MnSCU sys-
tem as well as a number of other libraries. The 
LRC is a regional depository for government 
documents and maps and has an extensive 
videotape collection as well as the usual collec-
tion of books and journals-many on micro-
fiche. 
Computers and multimedia equipment are 
available for students to access information, 
word process papers, and create speaker-support 
visuals. 
Students also may access a number of CD-
ROM data bases from the computers in the ref-
erence area. Minitex, the state inter-library loan 
system, will help students secure infromation 
from sources not available in this library 
Information for these services is available at 
the third floor reference desk. 
Summer hours for the Learning Resources 
Center are as follows: 
Mon-Wed 7:15 a.m.-9:00 p.m. 
Thurs. 7:15 a.m.-5:45 p.m. 
Friday 7:45 a.m.-3:45 p.m. 
Sat. Closed 
Sun. 5:00 p .m.-9:00 p.m. 
Academic Computer Services 
Microcomputer labs, available to all students, 
are located in Academic Computer Services-
ECC 101 
LRS-Centennial Hall 2nd floor 
Business Bldg. (2nd floor) 
Stewart Hall (3rd floor, east) 
Riverview (basement) 
Education Bldg. (first floor) 
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Hands-on computer training is available for 
students. Workshops are offered on E-Mail, 
Internet access, Intro to the Macintosh, Intro to 
DOS/Windows and WordPerfect. Schedules can 
be picked up in ECC 103 or one of the above 
listed labs. 
Summer hours are as follows: 
Monday-
Thursday 7:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m. 
Friday 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Saturday Closed 
Sunday 4-9 p .m. 
Changes in hours due to holidays will be 
posted. 
Academic policies 
Admission to major requirement for 
advance registration 
Undergraduate students with 128 or more 
earned credits must be formally admitted to an 
academic major to access the touchtone registra-
tion system (TtRS) during the advance registra-
tion period. Students who transferred 92 or 
more credits at the time of admission may earn 
an additional 36 credits at SCSU before admis-
sion to a major is required. 
Formal admission requirements may vary 
according to academic program . Check with the 
specific academic department for admission pro-
cedures. 
Credit limit 
Graduate students (any student registered 
for a graduate course): The maximum credit 
limit is 16, not to exceed nine credits in any one 
summer term. Students wishing to exceed this 
limit must secure permission from their adviser 
and the Dean of Graduate Studies, AS-121 by 
means of a petition. 
Undergraduate students: The maximum 
credit limit is 20, not to exceed 10 credits in any 
one summer term. Undergraduate students 
accepted in a major program who wish to 
exceed the limit must secure permission in 
advance of registration from the college dean. 
Students not accepted in a major must secure 
permission from the associate vice president for 




Either=Student has the option of electing an 
SIU grade or the conventional letter grade. 
This option must be made by the end of the sec-
ond class meeting. 
All other classes will be graded on the A, B, 
C, D, F system. 
Satisfacto'"9 academic progress 
All schools that process financial aid are 
required by federal and state regulations to have 
a satisfactory academic progress policy. The poli-
3 
cy defines the standard a student must maintain 
in order to be eligible to receive financial aid. 
Each school's policy must be in compliance with 
federal guidelines, but each school defines its 
own policy within those guidelines. SCSU's satis-
factory academic progress policy has three major 
factors that are taken into account in determin-
ing a student's standing: 
1. A minimum number of credits earned based 
on the number of quarters a student has 
attended school (including schools from 
which students transferred credits). 
2. A minimum grade point average requirement, 
which is based only on SCSU credits. 
3. A maximum time frame in which to earn a 
degree. Students will have up to 16 quarters 
of full-time equivalent attendance to earn a 
bachelor's degree. This includes all quarters 
of attendance-whether or not the student 
received aid. After a student has enrolled for 
the equivalent of 16 full-time quarters he/she 
is no longer eligible to receive aid for a first 
bachelor's degree . The maximum time frame 
of eligibility for post-baccalaureate or gradu-
ate students is different than that for under-
graduate students. 
For more details regarding SCSUs satisfacto-
ry academic progress policy for financial aid 
recipients, contact the Office of Scholarships and 
Financial Aid, AS 106, (320) 255-2047. 
Frobation 
Students will be placed on academic proba-
tion for failure to meet requisite cumulative GPA 
levels. Students placed on probation must earn 
at least a "C' average during their three-quarter 
probationaly period. If a student fails to obtain a 
"C' average during this· probationary period, 
they will be dismissed. Students placed on pro-
bation will be allowed to advance register if they 
meet all other university requirements. 
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General education courses 
APPROVED GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES 
FOR SWDENTS WHO HAVE COMPLETED LESS 
THAN 16 CREDITS AT SI CLOUD STATE UNI-
VERSITY AS OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1989 
The following courses have been designated 
as appropriate for general education, effective 
summer quaner 1997. Numbers in bold type 
indicates approved MGM courses. 
I.General requirements (14 credits) 
A.Communications 
1. English 162 or test ( 4 credits) 
English 163 ( 4 credits) 
2. Speech 161 or competency ( 4 credits) 
B.Physical education (2 credits) 
111, 115, 120, 121, 123, 125, 126, 130, 





II. Distribution requirements (48 credits) 
Area A. Philosophy/Humanities/Fine Arts (16 
credits) 
1. Philosophy ( 4 credits) required of all stu-
dents 
101, 103,120,122, 123,160, 180,350 
2. Humanities/fine ans 
(12 credits required-minimum of four 
credits required in both humanities and 
fine arts. Remaining four credits selected 




-Communication disorders 1 71 
-English 184, 201, 202, 203, 205, 
269,270,294 
-Danish 131 , 132, and/or French, 
German, Russian, Spanish 131, 132, 
133, 211, 212, 243, Japanese 131, 
132,133, 211,212, 213 
-Foreign language 131, 132, 133 
b. Fine arts 
-An 130, 131 
-Music: MUSM 100, 101, 111, 123, 
125, 126; MUSP 101, 102, 103, 104, 
106, ll0, ll2 , 114, ll6, ll8, 120, 
122, 124, 126, 128, 130, 132, 134, 
138, 140,142,144,146,148,151, 
152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 
160, 162,164,167,210,212, 214, 




332, 334,338,340,342 , 344,346, 
348,360,410,412,414,416,418, 
420,422,424,426,428,430,432, 
434,438,440, 442 , 444, 446,448 
-Theatre 140,148,175,260, 270 
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Area B. Natural science and mathematics (16 
credits) 
(Select from at least three groups) 
Group 1. Astronomy 106, 107, 120, 
Physics 101, 103, 208 
Group 2. Biological sciences 101 , 102, 
104, 106, 107, 108 
Group 3. Chemistry 102, 201 , 208 , 215, 
216 
Group 4. Computer science 169, 
Mathematics 121, 251 , 350, Statistics 129 
Group 5. Earth science 104, 105, 106, 
109 
Area C. Social and behavioral sciences (16 
credits) 
l.Social sciences ( 4 credits) . One social sci-
ence interdisciplinary course required of 
all students. Social science 104, 204, 301, 
460,470 
2.Social and Behavioral Sciences (12 credits) 
(Select one course from at least 3 of the 
following 6 groups) 
Group a. Sociology 160, 261 , 268, 277, 
Anthropology 150, 159, 198, 200, 240 
Area studies (AFST 250, EAST 363, 
364; lAST 250, 350) 
Group b. Industrial studies 186, 192, 193, 
285 
Technology 101, 105, 157, 165, 207, 
256 
Group c. Geography 101 , lll, 273, 275, 
372 
Group d. History 101, 105, 106, 140, 
141,150,200,203 
Groupe. Psychology ll5 , 241, 275, 325, 
Applied psychology 110, 384 
Group f. Economics 201 , 205, 206, 281, 
360 
Political science 101 , 111, 115, 232, 
251,291 
III. General education electives ( 8 credits) 
Includes all courses listed in section II and the 
following courses: 
Total - 70 credits 
These courses can also be used to fulfill the 
eight credits in general education electives: 
Child and family studies 220, 260; Education 
207, 250, 374, 403; Health education and traffic 
safety 125, 190, 194, 393, 483; Human rela-
tions 101, 201, 206; Industrial studies 124, 
130; Information media 104, 204, 260; Special 
Education 403; Speech communication 223, 
226, 231, 324, 375; Criminal justice 100, 101, 
lll, 201, 325; Mass communication 146, 220, 
273, 274, 275; Environmental studies 210; 
Minority studies 201 , 350; Reading 120; Science 
ll0; Communication disorders 130, 172, 220, 
468; Social work 211; Soviet studies 100; Urban 
affairs 200; Women's studies 201 Religious stud-
ies 140, Philosophy 353, Manufacturing engi-
neering 101; Electrical engineering 15 5. 
Multicultural, Gender or Minori~ 
Studies (MGM) 
Students are required to complete 12 credits 
in course work designated multicultural gender, 
or minority studies (MGM). A student may take 
no more than 4 credits from any one depan -
ment for completion of the MGM requirements. 
These will typically be taken as part of the 70 
credits required for general education. MGM 
requirements for transfer students are listed on 
page 13 of the Undergraduate Bulletin. 
The following courses are approved as the 
MGM designated courses. Additional courses are 
expected to be approved and added to this list. 
A current list will be available in the Office of 
Academic Affairs (AS 209) or Records and 
Registration (AS ll 7). 
African studies 250 
American studies 222 




Child and familystudies 260 
Criminal justice l ll 
Economics 360 
Education 374 
English 205 , 269, 270 
Geography 101 , 111 
History 106, 150 
Human relations 101, 201, 206 
Industrial studies 193 
Information media 204 
Japanese 131, 132, 133 
Latin American studies 250, 350 
Mass communications 146,275 
Minority studies 201 , 350 
Music-musicianship 125 
Philosophy 103, 123, 350 
Political science 232 
Psychology 275 
Religious studies 140 
Social work 211 
Sociology 261, 268 
Soviet studies 100 
Special education 403 
Speech communication 375 
F rogram re9uirements 
EARNED CREDIT HOUR REQUIREMENT: 
A student must have completed the required 
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All other College of Business 300- and 400-
level courses have an SO-credit minimum 
requirement. 
MAJOR STUDENTS ONLY: To enroll in cours-
es listed as MAJOR STUDENTS ONLY, you must 
be officially admitted to a major, minor, or pro-
gram in that department. 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJORS: A stu-
dent must have a GPA of at least 2.5 to register 
for the following classes: 
ED220, 323,340,346,351,371,372,399, 
441,442,443,445,499 









Students must be admitted to the major to 
enroll in the Reading Block (ED 399), Methods 
Block (ED 499), Integrated Block I (ED 399), 
and Integrated Block II (ED 499). Pre-profes-
sional skill test (PPST) results are required to 
enroll in most 300-400-level education courses. 
Information on PPST can be obtained in the 
College of Education deans office, EB A-ll0. 
College of f)usiness requirements 
A student must have a GPA oi at least 2.0 
and 24 credits completed to enroll in ACCT 
291,292,293; BCIS 240 and 241; MKGB 235. 
To enroll in 300 and 400-level courses offered 
by the College of Business, a student must be 
admitted to any major, have completed at least 
80 credits, and have a 2.65 GPA. Students 
admitted to a non-business major or minor 
requiring 300-400 level business courses may 
apply for an exemption from the department 
chairperson of the desired class This permission 
must be approved by the department chairper-
son prior to attempting to register. MGMT 368 
is exempt from these rules. 
Mathematics assessment 
Prior to registering for MATH 130, 131, or 
133, students must have taken the assessment 
test. If students enroll in MATH 131 or MATH 
133 without having taken the mandatory assess-
ment test, their enrollment will be administra-
tively deleted 
EXEMPTION: All students who tested after 
3/14/94, or who have completed MATH 130 
with a grade of "C" or better, need not retake 
this test. 
Students who transferred in credit for MATH 
130 or who received a grade of "Pass" in MATH 
130 must take this test. If you wish to register 
for one of these classes, take the assessment test 
prior to attempting to register. The testing 
schedule will be published in the University 
Chronicle and posted outside the mathematics 




$52.50 per credit (on campus) 
$63.60 per credit (off campus) 
Undergraduate non-resident: 
$126.95 per credit 
Graduate resident: 
$80.15 per credit (on campus) 
$91. 75 per credit (off campus) 
Graduate non resident: 
$126.95 per credit 
Non-resident tuition does not apply to work-
shop, extension or tour credits. 
fees: 
The student union/activity fee is $8 . 93 per 
credit (this fee does not apply to workshop, 
extension or tour credits). 
MSUSA (Minnesota State University Students 
Association)-$15 per credit. This fee applies to 
all credits. 
Academic computer fee-$1 per credit 
TUITION AND FEES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE. 
fee pat,ment information 
Registration April 8-June 9, 1997 
Fee statements for first and second summer 
terms will be mailed on June 10 1997 to the 
local address on file. Students are responsible for 
having the correct address on file . Address 
changes can be made in the Records Office, AS-
120. Tuition and fees must be paid in full by 
June 19, 1997 for the first term and July 24, 
1997 for the second term. If full payment has 
not been received by the above dates, the class 
sd1edule for that term will be canceled for non-
payment. 
Registration/adding classes first term after 
June 9, 1997: Full payment of tuition and fees 
must be received at the time of registration. 
Registration/adding classes second term June 
10 - July 14, 1997. 
A billing will be mailed on July 15, 1997 for 
all registrations entered from June 10 through 
July 14 for the second term. Payment in full 
must be received by July 24, 1997. If full pay-
ment has not been received by July 24, 1997, 
the class schedule for the second term will be 
canceled for non-payment. 
Registration/adding classes for second term 
after July 14. 
Full payment of tuition and fees must be 
received at the time of registration. 
Re-registration after cancel for non-payment: 
If the class schedule was canceled by the 
University for non-payment, the student must 
rt·-register for the samr classes on the schedule 
at the time of cancellation. 
Fat,ments: 
Payments may be made in cash, personal 
check or money order. No two-party checks or 
personal checks over the amount due will be 
accepted. Payments may be made in person at 
the Cashier window next to room 122 in the 
Adminstrative Services Building, or mailed to: 
Cashiers Office, AS-122 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
Payments sent through the mail must identi-
fy the student by name and social security num-
ber. DO NOT SEND CASH BY MAIL Receipts 
will not be sent unless a stamped self-addressed 
envelope accompanies the payment. 
Refunds 
Daytime students: 
System regulations stipulate that students are 
responsible for paying tuition and fees for those 
courses and credits for which they are enrolled 
when classes begin at 7:30 a. m.,June 10, first 
term, and July 15, second term. To receive a 
refund for the dropped portion of their class 
schedule, students must drop classes no later 
than June 9 (first term) and July 14 (second 
term). After these dates, unless the students 
class schedule is reduced by the university, no 
reduction in charges will be issued for dropped 
classes. 
Students withdrawing completely from all 
course work will have their tuition fee charges 
reduced by the following schedule: 
First session 




After June 24 
Second session 















EVENING STUDENTS: Students who regis-
tered for evening classes only and are withdraw-
ing completely from all course work will have 
their charges reduced by the following schedule: 
Prior to 2nd class meeting 100 percent 
Prior to 3rd class meeting: 7 5 percent 
Prior to 4th class meeting: 50 percent 
Prior to 5th class meeting: 25 percent 
After the 5th class meeting, No reduction in 
charges 
SHORT COURSES: No reduction in charges 
will be made for short courses after the begin-
ning of that course. Short courses are defined as 
courses with a duration of less than two and 
one-half weeks. 
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R.cbatcs for interns and student 
teachers 
You may apply for a rebate of a portion of 
the student union and activites fees you have 
paid if your duty station is located more than 50 
miles from St. Cloud (as defined by the State of 
Minnesota mileage chart). Forms are available in 
the Office of Records and Registration, AS-117. 
Applications must be returned no later than the 
final day of the second summer term. 
financial aid 
All financial aid awards will be distributed at 
the beginning of the first summer term on June 
11, 1997 based on enrollment and payment for 
both terms. If a refund is issued for the second 
summer term, it may be necessary to repay some 
or all of the award based on enrollment status. 
LATE FEES/ADD FEES: Classes registered for 
after the beginning of each term are late and 
subject to a surcharge in accordance with the 
following schedule: 
First term: 
Reg. date Late fee 
June 12-16 $25 
After June 16 $35 
Added classes: Late fee 
June 12-16 $10 
After June 16 $15 
Second term: 
Reg. date Late fee 
July 17-21 $25 
After July 21 $35 
Added classes: Late fee 
July 17-21 $10 
After July 21 $15 
Graduation 
Although students may officially complete a 
degree during summer, there WILL NOT be a 
summer commencement ceremony. 
Undergraduate students wishing to partici-
pate in a commencement ceremony are invited 
to participate in the preceding spring or the fol-
lowing fall commencement ceremony by con-
tacting the Office of Records and Registration, 
AS 118 for the necessary forms. Please refer to 
the calendar in the Undergraduate Bulletin for 
the Graduation Application deadlines. 
A hooding ceremony for graduate students 
will be held in the Atwood Theatre Lounge and 
Ballroom on Friday, August 15, 1997. 
Information and reservation forms will be sent 
to students after the deadline for graduation 
applications. Applications for graduation should 
be mailed or brought to the Office of Graduate 
Studies, AS-121, St. Cloud State University, 720 
4th Avenue South, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498. 
SUMMER DEADLINES TO APPLY 
FOR GRADUATION ARE: 
First term JUNE 13, 1997 
Second term JULY 18, 1997 
Registration 
information 
What is the touchtonc registration 
s_ystcm IT tR5)? 
At St. Cloud State the vast majority of enroll-
ment requests are processed using the touchtone 
registration system by calling (320) 654-5288. 
Touchtone registration is one component of 
the Office of Records and Registration~ voice 
response system. The voice response system will 
allow you to add classes, drop classes, verify 
your class schedule, search for open classes, and 
confirm your assigned registration time using a 
touchtone telephone. 
You are responsible for all transactions and 
adjustments to your class schedule and all finan-
cial and academic consequences that result from 
that schedule. You are responsible for all charges 
associated with phone calls. Calls may be moni-
tored/ recorded for security and evaluations. 
You may access the touchtone registration 
system as often·as you wish. Each call is limited 
to ten minutes. If no entry is made within 45 
seconds after being connected to TtRS, the call 
will be terminated. 
r reparation for using T tRS 
STEP l. Read all instructions regardmg academ-
ic and procedural requirements. The Office 
of Records and Registration personnel will be 
able to answer your questions on the "HELP" 
line regarding registration procedures (320) 
255-3936. 
STEP 2 . Select your desired classes for the spe-
cific summer term. Requests for summer are 
processed as two separate terms. The 
Undergraduate Bulletin and general educa-
tion check list are helpful when selecting 
required classes for undergraduate programs. 
For graduate program requirements, consult 
the Graduate Bulletin, your adviser or per-
sonnel in the Office of Graduate Studies, 121 
Administrative Services Bldg. 
STEP 3 . If you are an undergraduate student 
currently enrolled in day classes and wish to 
advance register for the next term, you must 
see your academic adviser if you are not 
yet admitted to a major program. You are 
expected to make an appointment to see 
your adviser at least one day before your ear-
liest assigned registration time. Your adviser 
will have your registration permit which will 
indicate your unique registration access 
code. Advisers are assigned to assist in the 
selection of courses but the ultimate respon-
sibility rests with you. 
STEP 4 . Check the registration timetable on 
page 7 for your earliest registration time. 
Registration is permitted any time after your 
published time. State and Federal laws do 
not allow the Office of Records and 
Registration to release your registration time 
-~1. 
:~ 
via the telephone. You may submit a written 
request to the Office of Records and 
Registration, AS-117. 
STEP 5 All financial, academic, and other 
"holds" must be cleared before adding class-
es. Since it may take up to three working 
days for "holds" to be removed, it is impor-
tant that you pay all financial obligations as 
soon as the obligation becomes due. A late 
payment will mean a delay in accessing the 
touchtone registration system. 
STEP 6 . For the best possible class selection, 
you should call the touchtone registration 
system as soon as possible after your earliest 
registration time. 
How docs touchtonc registration 
work? 
All entries must be made by touchtone tele-
phone. 
If you wish to add a class, press 2 (A). The 
voice response will ask you to enter seven digits: 
the department number, class number and sec-
tion number. The voice response will indicate if 
the class was added. The system has an auto-
matic drop feature. If you add a different section 
of an already scheduled class, the duplicate 
(first) section will automatically be dropped . For 
example, if you currently are enrolled in BIOL 
101, section 4, and wish to add section 6, it will 
not be necessary to drop section 4 before 
attempting to add section 6. Simply use the add 
(2) feature, adding section 6. If that section is 
open and does not create a time conflict with an 
already scheduled class, section 6 will be added 
and section 4 will automatically be dropped 
from your class schedule. A message will verify 
the transaction. 
If you wish to drop or withdraw from a 
class, press 3 (D). The voice response will ask 
you to enter seven digits: the department num-
ber class number and section number. The 
voi~e response will indicate if the class was 
dropped (see "Dropping classes"). 
If you wish to speak to someone when 
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you need assistance, press 4 (H). You also may ················· ·············A picture ID will be required for identifica-
call (320) 255-3936 for help without accessing If you are an undergraduate student tion purposes to make this change. 
the voice response system. The HELP line will with 128 or more earned credits you 
be staffed 8:00-4:00, Monday-Friday. must be formally admitted to an academ-
If you wish to obtain a listing of your ic major program to access the touchtone 
class schedule, press 5 (L). The voice response 
system will list all your scheduled classes as well registration system during the advance 
as meeting times and classroom. This feature registration period. Students who trans-
may be used any time through the end of the ferred 92 or more credits at the time of 
term.. admission may earn an additional 36 
If you wish a menu of all voice response credits at SCSU before admission to a 
options, press 6 (M). major is required. 
If you wish to search for an open class or Formal admission requirements may 
see if a specific section is open, press 7 (S). By vary according to academic program. 
entering section)) the voice response will indi- Check with the specific adademic 
cate up to five open sections and if an open sec- department for admission procedures. 
tion conflicts with any other class on your 
schedule. If you wish to interrupt the search 
because you do not require a listing of any addi-
tional open sections, simply enter any action 
code; for instance, press 2 to add a class. 
Searching for open classes must be done sepa-
rately for each summer term. 
If you wish to terminate your call, press 8 
(T). 
If you wish to drop or withdraw from 
ALL classes in your schedule, press 9 (W). 
Listen carefully to the voice response to make 
cenain your class(es) have been dropped before 
you hang up. 
If you wish the touchtone registration sys-
tem to repeat the last message, press** (the 
star * symbol twice). 
If you wish to cancel the current input 
because you made an error or changed your 
mind, do not hang up, press *# (the star * sym-
bol and then the pound # symbol). This will 
work only if you have not completed the entire 
entry This can be used anytime between Step 3 
and Step SA on the worksheet. 
If you wish to cancel the current input 
because you made an error or changed your 
mind and wish to return to an action code, 
press *8* (the star * symbol, 8 key, and the star 
* symbol). This can be used anytime after you 
have passed Step 6 on the worksheet. 
Interrupting TtRS prompts 
As you become more familiar with the sys-
tem, you will often know what to do without 
needing to hear the entire prompt. By pressing 
any action code you will interrupt the prompt. 
For example, if you wish to interrupt the search 
since you do not require a listing of any addi-
tional open sections, simply enter any action 
code; for instance, press 2 to add a class. You 
should always listen to your class schedule 
before terminating your call. 
Technical difficulty 
If the touchtone registration system experi-
ences extended technical difficulty, the hours of 
operation may be extended until 8:50 p. m. in 
the evening and/or the weekend time schedule 
(see the registration timetable on page 8). 
Adding classes 
Registration is governed by priority and 
credit hours complered. You may add (register) 
anytime AFTER your earliest scheduled registra-
tion time. All adds after June 11 for first sum-
mer term or July 16 for second summer term 
must be processed in 117 Administrative 
Services Building. Late fees will apply. 
Dropping classes 
Courses dropped BEFORE June 10 for first 
summer term or BEFORE July 15 for second 
summer term will not appear on the transcript. 
Courses dropped June 10 through June 26 for 
first summer term or July 15 through July 31 for 
second summer term will appear on the tran-
script with a grade of "W"-withdrawal. 
Non-attendance 
If you register for a class(es) and stop attend-
ing without officially dropping or withdrawing 
from the class(es), you will be responsible for 
payment of the class(es) and receive a grade of 
"F" for the class(es). 
Priority registration 
Priority registration is granted for the follow-
ing groups of students: students with disabili-
ties, students admitted to graduate level pro-
grams, students admitted to the North 
Hennepin Nursing program, and students 
admitted to the honors program in good stand-
ing with 44 SCSU credits completed who have 
been "approved" by the Director of Honors. 
Students in the above groups may register at the 
time indicated in the registration timetable or 
anytime after that time. If students with disabili-
ties need assistance with registration, please con-
tact the Office of Records and Registration, 117 
Administrative Services Bldg. 
Personal I.D. number 
The month and year of birth will be your 
personal ID number for Touchtone registration 
purposes. If you wish to select a more unique 
four-digit ID number, come to 117 Administra-
tive Services Building to change this number. 
Term code 
You will be asked to enter a term code. First 
Summer Term is 1, Second Summer Term is 2. 
If you enter an incorrect "active" term code, you 
must enter an 8 to terminate that term and an 
additional 8 to be allowed to enter the correct 
term code. Process all requests for a term, then 
select the next term. Requests for both summer 
terms may be processed in a single phone call. 
Adviser access code 
If you are an undergraduate student, cur-
rently enrolled in day classes and not yet official-
ly admitted to a major, you must pick up a per-
mit to register from your adviser before you 
attempt to register. Your registration permit will 
indicate your earliest registration time (see the 
registration timetable) as well as your four-digit 
access code. The access code is used only once 
for each term and is not required after April 25, 
1997. 
Prebusiness students. All prebusiness students 
must obtain their adviser's access code in the 
Business Building, Room 123 the day before 
they register for classes. Advisers will be avail-
able starring April 8, 8:00 a. m.-4:00 p. m. 
Time conflict 
You must not schedule a time conflict (two 
courses meeting at the same time) without per-
mission from one of the depanment chairper-
sons involved. Obtain approval from one of the 
involved departments prior to using the touch-
tone registration system. Using TtRS, enroll in 
the non-approved class first, subsequently enter-
ing the approved class. Sequence is imponant. 
Permission required 
Pre-authorization of the depanment chair-
person is needed for all classes listed as "permis-
sion required." Approval must be requested 
from the depanment chairperson. Pre-authoriza-
tion must be processed by the depanment per-
sonnel. After the pre-authorization has been 
processed by the academic department, the stu-
dent must then enroll in the class using the 
touchtone registration system. 
PRE-REQUISITE: An asterisk(*) behind 
the depanment name indicates there is a pre-
requisite for this particular course. For details, 
see the Undergraduate Bulletin or the Graduate 
Bulletin. 
CO-REQUISITE: If a course lists a co-requi-
site, you must register for both classes. All co-
requisite requests must be processed through 
the "HELP" line, press action code 4 or dial 
(320) 255-3936, to register for a class with a co-
requisite. The "HELP" line is staffed 8:00-4:00, 
Monday through Friday. 
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Arranged and independent stud.9 
classes 
Arranged classes (not regularly scheduled) 
and independent study classes require a form 
completed by the instructor of the class and the 
chairperson of the department. The touchtone 
registration system may not be used to register 
for these classes. Forms are available in 117 
Administrative Services Bldg. (320) 255-3936. 
Variable credit 
A course listed with VR credit means the 
number of credits must be approved by the 
instructor and department chairperson. Forms 
are available from the department chairperson 
and must be submitted to registration personnel 
in 117 Administrative Services Bldg. It is not 
possible to process variable credit enrollment 
using the touchtone registration system. 
Auditing 
If you are auditing a class (enrolling for no 
credit), register for the class using TtRS; then 
enter 4 (HELP line) for the action code, or call 
(320) 255-3936 to request audit status. Please 
inform us if you are a senior citizen so charges 
can be amended. To change to audit after the 
second instructional day, written permission 
from the dean of the college must be pro-cessed 
inAS-117. 
Holds 
Students who have a past due financial 
obligation may not register for classes. All past 
due financial obligations must be satisfied at 
least three working days before attempting to 
register. If you are concerned whether you have 
any holds, check in the Office of Records and 
Registration, AS-117. Hold status information 
will not be released without a picture ID. 
Misuse of the registration s.9stcm 
A student who registers for a class with the 
intent to "save" the class for another student will 
be subject to disciplinary action. The student 
who adds this "saved" class will also be subject 
to disciplinary action by the university 
Summer 1 ')') 7, touchtone registration timetable 
Credit hours completed are 6:00 171 April 21 8:00 76 
equal or greater than: (You 7 :00 170 9:00 7 4 
may register anytime after April 14 8:00 169 10:00 72 
your scheduled time) 9:00 168 11:00 70 
Access is governed by prior-
ity, number of earned cred-
its and for some groupings 
the last two digits of your 
Social Security number. 
April 8 8:00 




Last two digits 









































Earned credit hours 
April 9 5:00 220 
6:00 215 
7:00 210 























10:00 167 12:00 68 
11:00 166 1:00 66 
12:00 165 2:00 64 
1:00 164 3:00 62 
2:00 163 4:00 60 
3:00 162 5:00 58 
4:00 161 6:00 56 
5:00 160 7:00 54 
6:00 159 April 22 8:00 52 
7:00 158 9:00 50 
April 15 8:00 157 10:00 48 
9:00 156 11:00 46 
10:00 155 12:00 44 
11:00 154 1:00 42 
12:00 153 2:00 40 
1:00 152 3:00 38 
2:00 151 4:00 36 
3:00 150 5:00 34 
4:00 149 6:00 32 
5:00 148 7:00 30 
6:00 147 April 23 8:00 28 
7:00 146 9:00 25 
April 16 8:00 145 10:00 22 
9:00 144 11:00 20 
10:00 143 12:00 18 
11:00 142 1:00 16 
12:00 140 2:00 14 
1:00 138 3:00 12 
2:00 136 4:00 10 
3:00 134 5:00 8 
4:00 132 6:00 5 
5:00 130 7:00 0 
6:00 128 
7:00 126 

























Last two digits 
of SS noumber. 
April 24 8:00 80-85 
9:00 86-91 
10:00 92-97 









April 25 8:00 50-55 
9:00 56-61 
10:00 62-67 
11 :00 68-73 
12:00 74-79 
After 1 p.m. on April 25, 
TtRS will be available 
without the priority and 
credit hour restrictions. 
Change of address 
Final examination times are announced in 
class by the instructor. 
If you change your address at any time, 
please send completed "Change of Address" 
form or letter indicating your name, social secu-
rity number, and new address to the Office of 
Records and Registration, AS 120. This will 
ensure that you will receive your grades and any 
other correspondence from the university 
promptly. Please make sure to sign your request. 
Grade reports 
Grades for BOTH first and second summer 
terms will be mailed to the address you indicat-
ed during the last week of August. 
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first summer term 
April 28 - Junell Registration continues, no 
adviser access code needed, no credit hour 
restrictions. 
June 12 All adds for 1st term must be processed 
in AS-117, late fees will apply, must pre-pay. All 
drops are done using the touchtone registration 
system. 
After June 12 late Add Permission required 
from depanment, all adds must be processed in 
AS-117, late fees will apply, must pre-pay. All 
drops must be done using the touchtone regis-
tration system. 
June 23 last day to withdraw from 1st term. 
You must use the touchtone registration system. 
Second summer term 
April 28 - July 16 Registration continues, no 
adviser access code needed, no credit hour 
restrictions. 
July 17 All adds for 2nd term must be 
processed in AS-117, late fees will apply, must 
pre-pay. All drops are done using the touchtone 
registration system. 
After July 17 late add permission required 
from depanment, all adds must be processed in 
AS-117, late fees will apply, must pre-pay. All 
drops must be done using the touchtone regis-
tration system. 
July 28 last day to withdraw from 2nd term. 
You must use the touchtone registration system. 
TtRS (320) 654-5288 
Available 7:30 a.m.-7:50 p.m. 
Monday-Friday 
Remember to update _your address 
inA5120. 
Fall schedules tentatively will 
be available in the main lobby 
of the Administrative Services 
Bldg., Tuesday, April 22. 
Special summer 
courses 
For registration information about these 
courses, please consult the listing of courses in 
the back of this schedule . 
ART-Departments+ 
Art 211,311,411,409 (4 er.) 
Visual Journals, Mixed Media Drawing 
Instructor: Virginia Bradley 
Exploration drawing using personal history past 
and present. Students will be using text and images in 
a mixed media format. 
Art 260,360,460,409 (4 er.) 
Sculpture Special Topics: Welding 
Instructor: Lisa Elias 
Learning basic welding techniques to create func-
tional an objects. Lisa Elias is a designer living in the 
Twin Cities. 
E>IOLOGY-Department 22 
BIOL 348 (4 er.) 
Aquatic Biology 
Instructor: Keith Knutson 
Introduction to Minnesota lake diversity with an 
emphasis in ecosystem productivity, species diversity, 
and lake classification. All day field trip to Lake 
Superior and other waters for water quality assess-
ment. Graduate students may register for BIOL 610 
independent study (Contact Dr. Knutson prior to reg-
istration for a pre-course project packet.) 
BIOL 421/521 ( 4 er.) 
Biotechnology Workshop 
Instructor: Denise McGuire 
Intended for teachers of junior high, senior high, 
and community college students who want experience 
in techniques of genetic engineering. Emphasis on 
DNA isolation, restriction enzyme digests, blotting and 
gene clotting techniques. Theoretical, technical, and 
ethical aspects of DNA technology will be addressed. 
BIOL 490/590 (4 er.) 
Advanced Anatomy: Human Dissection 
Instructor: Judith Torrence 
Intended for students with some background in 
anatomy who want practical experience in regional 
dissection. Emphasis will be placed on preparing 
demonstration dissections for introductory anatomy 
students. Both functional and clinical aspects of dis-
sections will be addressed. 
BIOL 490/590 ( 4 er.) 
Urban Nature Study 
Instructor: David Kramer 
An activity based study of nature for elementary 
teachers with emphasis on the identification, classifica-
tion, adaptations, and natural history of trees, wild-
flowers, birds, mammals, and insects that occur in 
urban areas. Includes activities, techniques, and 
resources for nature study with children and field trips 
to elementary schools and other urban sites. 
BIOL 490/590 ( 4 er.) 
Minnesota Fossils 
Instructor: Standley Lewis 
Introduction to the fossils of Minnesota with an 
emphasis on invertebrate forms. All day field trip (May 
31, 1997) to southeast Minnesota for collection of 
450 ,000,000 year old fossils. No prerequisites. Great 
experience for biology, earth science, anthropology or 
geography teachers. 
BIOL 491/591 (3 er.) 
Field Studies in Biology-Isle Royale 
Instructor: John Peck 
National history and wilderness management of 




CHEM 495/588 (2 er.) 
Inquiry Based Laboratories 
Instructor: Mark Minger 
The integration of inquiry in the chemistry lab 
experience based on the new national science educa-
tion standards will be explored and applied during 
this workshop. Introduction to techniques on chang-
ing existing labs to include more inquiry will be 
included. Groups will revise traditional lab examples 
and demonstrate the changes for peer review. 
EARTH SCIENCES--
Department l'J 
ESCI 284 ( 4 er.) 
Physical Geology 
Instructor: Jean Hoff 
This course will be largely field oriented using he 
Quany Park located in western St. Cloud. The 20 
granite quarries at this site allow for the development 
of many basic geological principles using obsetvations 
and examples in the field. Rock and mineral identifica-
tion and mapping, weathering and erosion, ground 
and surface water hydrology, and the development of 
dynamic earth activities are some of the topics to be 
included. 
ESCI 330 (3 er.) 
Environmental Earth Sciences 
Instructor: Gany Anderson 
This course will consist of a series of field trips to 
significant environmentally related facilities in central 
Minnesota such as the Sherco power plant, the St. 
Cloud waste water treatment plant and the St. Augusta 
Landfill site as well as an ovetview of he role each of 
the visited sites play in the development of environ-
mental quality for the area. 
HISTOKY-Department, I 
HIST 483/583 (3 er.) 
Seminar: History of the Witch-Hunts 
Instructor: Meredith Medler 
This seminar will explore reasons behind the 
witchcraft persecutions and also examine legal, eco-
nomic, religious, social, and gender issues that were 
involved in the witch-hunts. The course places the 
phenomenon of witch-hunting squarely in its histori-
cal context, but also will address in general the larger 
issues of scapegoating, gerontology, human relations, 
pre-law, religion, and womens studies. 
HIST 681 (3 er.) 
United States in the 1920s 
Instructor: Don Hofsommer 
This seminar will offer a critical look at the 
American experience in the 1920s. Was it "The 
Roaring 20s" or was it for Americans of that decade "A 
Lost Generation?" 
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INDUSTRIAL STUDIES-
Dcparbncnt I , 
IND 445/545 (2 er.) 
CAD on the MAC 
Instructor: Gerald Nestel 
Autocad versions 10 12, and Auto CadLT on the 
MAC for the beginner and advanced user. Input meth-
ods, editing, and viewing drawings, outputting files, 
saving, as well as exporting files will be covered. Both 
IBM type and MAC will be covered. For the DOS and 
Wmdows users, help will be provided in using appli-
cations of the various systems. 
IND 458/558 (2 er.) 
Modular Technology l 
Instructor: Anthony Schwaller 
Study of new education technology systems avail-
able for middle school Technology Education class-
rooms including such modules as robots, transporta-
tion, construction, manufacturing, and biotechnology: 
Special emphasis on CAD Lab/laser Processing, CNC 
Mill and Lathe/CNC Wood router, and Lathe/Robotics. 
Location: Maple Grove Senior High School. 
IND 459/559 (2 er.) 
Modular Technology ll 
Instructor: Anthony Schwaller 
Study of new education technology systems avail-
able for middle and high school Technology Education 
classrooms including such modules as Robots, 
Electronics, Graphic Design, Animation, and Auto 
Exploration. Special emphasis on Tech Design 
Modules by Lab Volt and with CD-ROM, 
CAD/CAM/CNC Mill by Light Machines and Robotics 
by Scorbot. Location: Maple Grove Senior High 
School. 
IND 495/595 (2 er.) 
Design Post Cad 
Instructor: Gerald Nestel 
Studying new and innovative CAD packages for 
use in business, industry, and education. The work-
shop will include the unique CAD program require-
ments, typical applications, and hands-on use to learn 
and evaluate the software. Some tutorials and typical 
job-specific applications will be used as the 
teaching/learning vehicles. MAC and IBM type systems 
will be the platfonns of choice. Software will be pro-
vided for the workshop applications. 
INFORMATION ME.DIA-
Dcpamncnt 2, 
IM 484/584 (1 er.) 
Seminar: Introduction to the Internet or How to 
Get Off the On-Ramp 
Instructor: James Pehler 
This seminar will provide the learner with knowl-
edge on how to begin using the Internet. The partici-
pant will be introduced to Internet protocols, e-mail, 
FTP files, Archie and Veronica searches, and on-line 
discussion groups. This seminar will also focus on he 
history and future of the Internet along with a brief 
introduction to World Wide Web. 
IM 484/584 (1 er.) 
Seminar: Searching the Internet for Academic 
Resources 
Instructor: James Pehler 
Participants in this seminar will narrow their scope 
to searching the Internet for academic resources. 
IM 484/584 (1 er.) 
Seminar: Creating a World Wide Web Homepage-
Getting Started 
Instructor: Luther Rotto 
This seminar will provide the background and 
hands-on experience in creating and mounting a sim-
ple World Wide Web page. Software tools that 
empower non-programmers to create web sites will be 
examined. 
IM 484/584 ( 1 er.) 
Seminar: Giving Your World Wide Web Homepage 
Pizzazz 
Instructor: Luther Rotto 
The next steps in enhancing your WWW page 
after mastering the basics. Further work with graphics 
(including multimedia), tables, and fonns with consid-
eration of their corresponding page design issues. 
Previous experience with creating a basic Html docu-
ment required. 
IM 484/584 (1 er.) 
Seminar: Introduction to HyperStudio 
Instructor: John Theis 
Students will gain a working knowledge of the 
theory and application of hypermedia by designing 
and creating HyperStudio stacks (files) . 
IM 484/584 (1 er.) 
Seminar: HyperStudio and Videodiscs 
Instructor: John Theis 
Students will design and create instruction/train-
ing packages using HyperStudio software of the 
Macintosh in conjunction with videodiscs. Experience 
with HyperStudio required. 
IM 484/584 (1 er.) 
HyperStudio, Multimedia, and CD-ROMs 
Instructor: John Theis 
Students will design and create instruction/train-
ing packages using HyperStudio software for the 
Macintosh in conjunction with multimedia and CD-
ROMs. Experience with HyperStudio required. 
IM 683 (1 er.) 
Seminar: Human Performance Technology 
Instructors: Jeanne Hites and Dennis Fields 
Productivity problems in the workplace have 
many causes. Instructional designers are experts at 
solving problems caused by lack of knowledge of 
skills, but what about other types of problems? 
Human performance Technology offers a range of 
solutions. Using case studies and activities, you will 
explore and practice non-training solutions with a 
proven track record for effectiveness. 
IM 484/584 ( l er.) 
Seminar: Wires, Cables, and Connections 
Instructor: John Theis 
What does it take to get your school ready for the 
Information Age? You will complete this seminar and 
be able to talk the Internet talk and walk the Internet 
walk. 
IM 683 (1 er.) 
Seminar: Grant Proposals: how to Write'em and 
Get'em 
Instructor: Dennis Fields 
Students will explore techniques and strategies for 
writing and presenting grant proposals. Participants 
will be given opportunities to network, explore daw 
base searching, and examine grant sources. Actual 
examples of grant proposals will be shown. 
Participants will practice techniques and strategies on 
their own proposal ideas. 
IM 683 (1 er.) 
Seminar: Multimedia Design for ITV/Distance 
Education 
Instructor: Karen Thoms 
A practical hands-on course to learn the instruc-
tional design nuts and bolts for designing multimedia 
materials for use with ITV Course will include instruc-
tional guidelines specifically for creating transparen-
cies, paper masters, slides, videotapes, and computer-
delivered presentations for use with ITV 
IM 683 (2 er.) 
Seminar: Teaching Via ITV 
Instructor: Karen Thoms 
A practical hands-on course to train instructors to 
tech via the two-way interactive television system. 
Course will include course design, materials develop-
ment and design, and instructional guidelines specifi-
cally for creating materials to be used via the ITV sys-
tem. This seminar may be of particular interest to 




SPED 691 (3 er.) 
Sexuality and Individuals with Disabilities: An 
Integrative Approach 
Instructor: Marc Markell 
This course will provide students with information 
concerning sexuality and strategies in providing sexu-
ality education to persons with disabilities. Because 
our society is moving toward full inclusion of individ-
uals with disabilities, individuals with disabilities are 
increasingly at risk for contacting sexually transmitted 
diseases, becoming victims of sexual exploitation, and 
being involved with unplanned pregnancies. It is 
important that people working with individuals with 
disabilities be educated in the mechanics of sex and 
disease/pregnancy prevention as well as the broader 
social/sexual issues of sexuality. 
TEACHER DE.VE.LOF-
ME.NT -Dcparbncnt 7+ 
ED 601 (3 er.) 
Controversy and Conflict Resolution 
Instructor: Linda Scott-Halverson 
Participants learn conflict resolution strategies 
such as peer mediation to use with colleagues as well 
as teach their students. Participants also lean how to 
use academic controversies (controversial issues in 
their curriculum) to increase the quantity and quality 
of learning as well as to increase the problem solving 
and conflict management skills of their students. 
Assignments are practical and cross many disciplines 
and grade levels. For K-12 teachers, administrators, 
and counselors. 
ED 601 (4 er.) 
Integrating Technology into the Elementary 
Curriculum 
Instructors: Leslie Davison and Bev Kochmann 
The students will have increased comfort level 
with computers; ideas to make technology work in 
classrooms; packet of user friendly materials and step-
by-step instructions, ready-to-present content lessons 
integrating technology; file of content presentations at 
varying grade levels by talented classmates; keyboard-
ing implementation plan; software curriculum evalua-
tions and ratings; confidence using the Internet with 
students. 
SCSU Summer Sessions '97 
Reading the Schedule 
Depanment offering the course 
Depanment number-used 
only to identify a department 
for telephone registration. 
Course number-used in Bulletin, 
transcripts, program fonns Number of credits 
assigned to this course 





Title of course 
I 





I I Instructor 
Room in which 









in which course is 
conducted 
lime course meets-24-hour clock used i.e., 
0800-0850 = 8:00 a.m. - 8:50 a.m. 
1300-1350 = 1:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m. 
1800-2130 = 6:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
"Lab arranged" means that additional 
meeting times will be scheduled on 
an individual basis. 
ED 612 (3 er.) 
Philosophy of Education 
Instructor: Bruce Romanish 
This course is designed for both elementary and 
secondary classroom teachers, counselors, and admin-
istrators. Focus is on history and development of edu-
cational thought, beliefs, and assumptions. 
Connections to current practice and thought are 
explored. 
ED 629 (3 er.) 
Middle Grades Curriculum 
Instructor: Terry Miller 
Theory and practice of middle level curriculum 
grades 5-8. Historical development; philosophical, 
sociological, psychological foundations; current issues 
and trends (integrated studies/core curriculum, multi-
disciplinary curriculum); design and research in cur-
riculum implementation. 
ED 637 (3 er.) 
Cooperative Learning 
Instructor: Linda Scott-Halverson 
This course is for K-16 teachers and educators 
who have had little to some classroom/workshop 
experience with cooperative learrting. It is designed to 
enhance group participation, classroom curriculum 
and instruction, teaming, and collegial suppon. The 
Johnsons model will be adapted and applied to the 
teacher's role with Formal Groups, Base Groups, and 
Informal Groups. Educational issues and concerns will 
be addressed such as inclusion, alternative assessment, 
mixed-ethnidgender group membership, learning 
styles, high-achievers, and integrating cooperative 
learning with large group instruction/lecturing. 
Examples and assignments will be practical and cross 
all curriculum and grade levels. 
Evening courses 
For registration information about these courses, 
please consult the computer listing of classes in the 
back of the schedule 
International Business 
MGMT 470/570 (01); 4 er. ; Vora 
Adult Children of Alcoholic and Other 
Dysfunctional Families 
APSY 404/505 (01); 4 er.; Vesely 
Organization and Administration of Driver 
Education 
HETS 490/590 (01); 4 er.; Meyerring 
CLASS NUMBERING SYSTEM 
011-099 = No credit 
100, 200 = Lower division 
300, 400 = Upper division 
500, 600 = Graduate 
CLASS MEETING TIMES 
Day classes = 
Classes that meet 0800 through 1550. 
Classes that begin at 1600 that meet more than 
two days a week. 
Evening classes = 
Classes that begin at 1600 that meet one or two 
days per week. 
All classes that begin at 1700 or later. 
Courses that meet other than for the full quaner or 
the first half or second half are listed with the begin 
and end dates in the course schedule. 
Half 1 = meets first half of the quaner 
Half 2 = meets second half of the quaner 
• An asterisk (*) behind the depanment name 
indicates there is a pre-requisite for this panicular 
course. For details see the Undergraduate Bulletin 
or the Graduate Bulletin. 
Non-Oppressive Relationships 
HURL 201 (03); 4 er.; Polzin 
Ageism 
HURL 409/509 (01); 4 er.; Rudnitski 
Sex Roles and Relationships 
HURL 495 (01); 4 er.; Thelen 
Tennis 
PE 230 (03); 2 er.; Zezoney 
Skin and Skuba Diving 
PE 271 (01); 2 er.; Spychala 
Skin and Skuba Diving 
PE 271 (02); 2 er.; Spychala 
Skin and Skuba Diving 
PE 271 (03); 2 er.; Spychala 
Skin and Skuba Diving 
PE 271 (04); 2 er.; Westerberg 
Skin and Skuba Diving 
PE 271 (05); 2 er.; Westerberg 
Skin and Skuba Diving 
PE 271 (06); 2 er.; Westerberg 
Basketball Officiating Clinic 
PE 430/530 (01); 2 er.; Spanier 
Studio Ceramics 
ART 130 (02); 4 er.; Kuchinski 
Intro to Ceramic Studio 
ART 270 (01); 4 er.; Kuchinski 
Beginning Throwing 
ART 271 (01); 4 er.; Kuchinski 
Intermediate Throwing 
ART 371 (01) ; 4 er.; Kuchinski 
Intro to Digital Imagery 
ART 409 (04); 4 er.; George 
Advanced Throwing 
ART 471 (01); 4 er.; Kuchinski 
Media Photography 
COMM 236 (01); 4 er.; Staff 
Wolf Conservation and Biology 
BIOL 420/520 (01); 1 er.; Peck 
Wolf Biology and Conservation 
BIOL 320 (01); 1 er.; Peck 
Seminar in Instruction 
HURL 681 ( 01) ; 4 er. ; Andrzejewski 
Cognitive Psychology 
PSY 252 (01); 4 er.; Valdes 
11 
12 SCSLI Summer Sessions '97 
ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY, OFFICE OF RECORDS & REGISTRATION, AS-117, ST. CLOUD, MN 56301-4498 
TOUCHTONE REGISTRATION SYSTEM WORKSHEET 
USE ONLY A TOUCHTONE TELEPHONE TO MAKE ENTRIES. A VOICE RESPONSE WILL GUIDE YOU AFTER EACH 
ENTRY. IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO MAKE CERTAIN YOUR REGISTRATION IS CORRECT. THEREFORE, LIS-
TEN TO THE ENTIRE RESPONSE BEFORE MAKING YOUR NEXT ENTRY OR TERMINATING YOUR CALL. FINALLY, 
UPDATE YOUR ADDRESS IN THE RECORDS OFFICE. 
STEP 1: COMPLETE THIS FORM BEFORE CALLING TtRS. 
STEP 2: DIAL 320/654-5288 On-Campus Dial 5288 
STEP 3: ENTER YOUR STUDENT ID NUMBER □□□-□□-□□□□ rity Number 
STEP 4: ENTER YOUR PERSONAL ID NUMBER □□,□□ EXAMPLE @]0 [!]@] BIRTH MO BIRTH YR STEP 5: ENTER THE TERM CODE □ 1 for First Summer Term or 
2 for Second Summer Term FEBRUARY, 1975 
If undergraduate degree seeking student NOT ADMITTED TO A MAJOR -SEE YOUR FACULTY ADVISER. 
□ □ □ □ ACCESS CODE IS FOUND ON Not needed after STEP 5A: ENTER YOUR ACCESS CODE ADVISER REGISTRATION PERMIT April 25, 1997 
IF ADMITTED TO MAJOR-No Access Code Required. SPECIAL STUDENTS-No Access Code Required. 
STEP 6: ENTER YOUR ACTION CODE EXAMPLE 
SPEECH 161 SECTION 4 







I DROP I ACTION 
ENTER rnE 
@] 
USE 7 DIGIT COURSE NUMBER. 





ENTER [!] ITERMINATEI CALL 
If enrolling in both terms, return to step 5. 
ENTER @] I LIST I YOUR CLASS SCHEDULE 
WRITE DOWN ENROLLED CLASSES 
Enter other term code if enrolling in both terms 
TtRS action code menu 
Add 
Drop 
HELP or call (320) 255-3936 
List your class schedule 
Menu of action codes 
Search for open class(es) 
Terminate call 
Withdraw ALL classes 
Repeat last message 
* To cancel input 
Step 6 to End 
ACCOUNTING/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 








DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ACCT l2 291 .Q.!. 
MTWR 0730 - 0925 BB l l 7 
Special Fees : 5. 00 
ACCT ,li 291 .Ql 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 317 
Special Fees, 5. 00 
ACCT• ,il ill .Q..!. 
MTh'R 0730-0925 BB ll7 
Specia l Fees : 5 . 00 
ACCT• ,ll 292 .Ql 
MTWR 0935-113 0 BB 318 
Special Fees , S . oo 
ACCT• ,ll ill .Q.!. 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 318 
ACCT• ll ill .Q! 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 3 16 
Special Fees, 5. 00 
ACCT* ,li 39 0 .Q.!. 
l'fl'WR 093 5 - 1130 BB 316 
ACCT • .ll ill .Q.!. 
MTWR 0935 - 1130 BB 117 
ACCT• ,il ill .Q.! 
1'fTWR 093 5 - 1130 BB 117 
COURSE TITLE 
Accounting I 


















DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ACCT ll 291 92 
MTWR 0935- 1130 BB 318 
Special Fees : 5. 00 
ACCT* ll ill .Q..! 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 117 
Speci a l Fees : 5.00 
ACCT• ll ill .Qi 
t-rl'WR 0935- 1130 BB 117 
Special Fees : 5 . 00 
ACCT• .ll 293 _g 
MTWR 07 30-0925 BB 316 
ACCT• ,ll 29] .Q1. 












AMERICAN STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
AM.ST _2l 101 Q! 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 33 2 
AMST _2l 102 Q.!. 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 332 
AMST _2l 490 Q.!. 
MTWR 0935-11 30 SH 331 
COURSE TITLE 
Amer Experience I 
Simpson E E 
Amer Experience II 
Simpson E E 
Custom/Cult.rs Ojibwe 
Andrus Thomas 
AMERICAN STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
AMST .2l 102 .Ql 
MTWR 09 35-1130 SH 331 
COURSE TITLE 
Amer Experience I I 
Hellwig D J 
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
APSY 54 4 01 .Ql 
Permission Required 
Grad ir.g Options: SU- Req 
APSY ll 444 fil. 
Permiss ion Required 
Grading Options : SU-Req 
APSY ~ 445 Q.!_ 
Permiss ion Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
APSY 5'o 44 6 01 
Pe rmission Required-
Grading Options: SU-Reg 
A?SY &_! 6 96 .Q..! 
Permission Required 
Grading Options : SU- Req 
Fieldvork 
Murphy R 













APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITL£ 
APS "f &_! 116 .Q..! Intro to Applied Psy 
MT..m. 0935-1130 EB A226 Hot z J 
APSY ii ill fil. Addictive Behaviors 
MTWR 13 00- 1620 EB B214 J ensen M 
Begin / End Date 06-09 to 06-24 
APS'i ~ 262 .Q..! Human Growth+Devel 
HTWR 0730 - 09 25 EB B2l3 Marcattilio A 
APSY ii 262 .Ql 
MTWR 0935- 1130 EB A2 39 
APSY ii 324 .Q..! 
Human Growth + Devel 
Maso n J 
Intervi ew Skills I 
1'fI'WR 1140-1335 EB A22 0A Mason J 
APS'i ll 325 Ql Interview Skills II 













Permission Required Grading Options : SU- Req 
APSY ll 362 Ql Ed Meas•Test Constr 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB B206 Hoover S 
APSY ll 4 0 4 .Ql Ad Child of Alcoh Fa 
MTWR 1600 - 1930 EB B213 Vesely B 
Class meet s 6/9 - 6/12 &. 6/23-7/1 . 
APSY ii, !Q2_ Q.! 
MTWR 0935 - 113 0 EB B214 
Program Evaluat ion 
Rudrud E 
SCSU Summer Sessions '97 
DEl'r NBR a.s SECT COURSETJn.E 
APSY .il 430 Q1 Cslg the Chem Depe nd 
MTWR 1130-1500 EB B239 Vesely B 
Claas meets 6/9 -6 / 12 {, 6/23 -7 / 1 . 
APSY ll lli. .Q! 
MTWR 0730 -0925 EB 8214 
APSY _il 463 .Ql 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB A.240 
Pr inc of Learning 
Rudrud E 
Prine of Learning 
Ma.rcattilio A 
APSY ll 504 .Q! Ad Child of ~coh Fa 
MTWR 1600 -193 0 EB B213 Vesely B 
Class meets 6/9-6/12 & 6/23-7 / 1 . 
APSY ll ill .Q! 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB B214 
APSY ll ill fil. 
~ 1140-1300 EB A239 
Program Evaluation 
Rudrud E 
Intro to Yoe Eval 
Petrangelo G 
APSY i! 530 Q1 Cslg the Chem Depend 
MTWR 1130-1500 EB B239 Vesely B 
Class meets 6/9-6/12 &. 6 / 23-7 / 1. 
APS'i ll 576 Q.! 
MTWR 0800-0920 EB A.226 
APS'i ll 674 .Q! 





APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
APSY §.! 116 ~ 
MTWR 1140-1335 EB B2l3 
APSY i! ill .Q1 
MTWR 0 73 0 - 0925 EB B213 
APSY ll 262 Qi 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB B208 
APSY .§.! 419 Q.!. 
MTWR 0935-113 0 EB A.239 
APSY ll Q! .Q.! 
M'IWR 0935-113 0 EB 8214 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro to Applied Psy 
Mason J 
Human Growth + Devel 
Marcatt.ilio A 
Human Growth + Devel 
Mason J 
Prof+Scien t Et.hies 
Hotz J 
Psychodyn of Family 
ReM D 
APSY ll 43 0 _.Ql Sem: Emotional Abuse 
MTWR 1300-1620 EB A23 9 ReM D 
Begin/ End Date 07-14 to 07-29 
APSY i! ill .Q1 
MTWR 0935 - 1130 EB 8213 
APSY ll ill fil. 
MT 1300 -164 5 EB 8206 
APSY ll ill Q.!. 
MTWR 09 35 - 1130 EB A239 
APSY z.! 528 .Q.! 
MTWR 093 5 - 1130 EB 8214 
APSY i! lli .Ql 
MTWR 1300-1620 EB A239 
Begin/ End Date 07-14 to 07 - 29 
Prine of Learning 
Marcattil io A 
PSly of Menta l Retard 
Ayers F 
Prof +Scient Ethics 
Hotz J 
Psychodyn of Family 
Re M D 
Sem: Emorional Abuse 
Renn D 
APSY §.! ill. .Q..! Psy o f Ment al Retard 
MT 1300 ·1 645 EB B2 06 Ayers F 
APSY ll 653 .Q.! Psy/Soc Aspects o f c 
M'I'WR 0 73 0-0850 EB A239 Hotz J 
APSY ,il 673 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1055 EB A240 
APSY ll 673 Ql. 
M'NR 1140-1300 EB A24 0 
APSY ll 678 .Q.! 
KI'WR 0935-1055 EB A226 
ART/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ART• !.! 103 .Q.! 
MTWR 0130 - 0925 KVAC 1 04 
Advanced Procedures 
Pet.rangel o G 
Advanced Procedures 
Petrangelo G 
Graduat.e Stat.is tics 
Hoover S 
COURSE TITLE 
Col or Theory 
Bruno D 
ART !! 130 .Q.! Studio- Color Theory 
MTWR 0"730-0925 KVAC 104 Bruno 0 
ART !! 130 _Q1 Studio• Ceramics 
MI'WR 1600-180 0 KVAC G02 Kuchinski M 
ARP !! ill Q.!. Crav ing II 
MTWR 0930-1230 KVAC 206 Bradley V 
Ml'WR 1300-1600 KVAC 206 Special Fees : 2 0.00 
Begin/End Date 06 ·0 9 to 06- 19 
ART• !! 260 .Q1 Sculpture I 
MIWR 093 0 -123 0 KVAC G04 Elias L 
MI'WR 1300-1600 KVAC G04 Special Fees: 10. 00 
Begin/ End Date 06 -23 to 07-03 
ART• !! 27 0 .Q.! Intro Ceramic Studio 
MI'WR 1600-18 00 KVAC G02 Kuchinski M 
ART• !! ill .Q.1 Be g iMing Throwi ng 
MI'WR 183 0 -2 030 KVAC CO2 Kuchinski M 
ART !i 29 0 Q1 
MTWR 093 5 · 1130 KVAC 113 
Permission Required 
ART !i ill .Ql 
M'ni'R 114 0-1 335 KVAC 113 
Permission Required 
ART !i 296 .Q],_ 
MTWR 0935-1130 KVAC 113 
Special Fees : 10.00 
ART !! ill .Ql 
MTWR 1140·1335 KVAC 113 
Special Fees: 10. 00 
ART• !! ill .Q.l 
MTWR 0930 -123 0 KVAC 2 06 
MTWR 1300-16 00 KVAC 2 06 
Begin/End Date 0 6 -09 to 06- 19 
Art. in Elem School 
Hendershot. S 
Specia l Fees ; 10 . 00 
Art in Elem School 
Hendershot. S 
Special Fees : 10 .00 
Ar t. f o r El em Classrm 
Hendershot. S 




Special Fees · 20. oo 
ART• !i 360 .Q..! Sculpture II 
MTWR 0930-1230 KVAC G04 Elias L 
MTWR 1300-1600 KVAC G0 4 Special Fees : 10.00 




DEPT NBR ClS SECT COURSETITl.E 
ART• !! ill .Q.!. I n t.ermediat Throwing 
MTWR 1830-203 0 KVAC G02 Kuchinski M 
ART • !! 4 09 .Q.! Visual Journals 
MTWR 09 30- 1230 KVAC 206 Bradley V 
M'I'WR 1300-1600 KVAC 206 Special Fees : 20.00 
Begin/End Date 06-09 t o 06-19 
ART• !! ill. .Ql Welding and Art. 
KI'WR 0 930-123 0 XVAC GO◄ Elias L 
MTWR 1300-1600 KVAC G04 Special Fees : 10.00 
Begin/ End Date 06·23 t o 0 7 -03 
ART !! 4 09 .Q1 Artists Books 
M'l"WR 093 5 -1130 KVAC 104 Bruno D 
Special Fees : 20. oo 
ART• !! lli fil. Drawing IV 
MTWR 0930 - 1230 KVAC 206 Brad l ey V 
MTKR 1300 - 160 0 KVAC 206 Special Fees: 2 0.00 
Begin/ End Date 06-09 to 06-19 
ART• !! lli .Ql Sculpture III 
MTWR 0930·1230 XVAC G04 Elias L 
MTWR 1300-1600 KVAC G04 Spec i al Fees : 10 . 00 
Begin/ End Date 0 6-23 to 07 - 03 
ART• !! !2! .Q1 Advanced Throwing 
MTWR 1830-2030 KVAC G02 Kuchi nsk. i M 
ART/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ART• !i fil .Ql 
MTWR 114 0- 1335 KVAC 206 
ART !i ill ,Q1 
MTWR 0935-11 30 KVAC 2 04 
Special Fees: 15 . 00 
ART !! ill .Q! 
HTWR 114 0- 1335 KVAC 206 
Special Fees . 20. 00 
COURSE TITLE 




Studio- Drawi ng 
Sherart.s T 
ART !! 130 ~ Studio - Printmaking 
TWR 1230-153 0 KVAC 202 George A 
Spec i a l Fees : 20. 00 
M.T• !! 250 .Q..! 
TWR 1230-1530 KVAC 202 
Special Fees : 2 0.00 
ART• !! 305 .Q.! 
MTWR 093 5- 1130 KVAC 204 
Special Fees : 1 5 .00 
ART.. !! 350 .Q! 
TWR 1230-1530 KVAC 202 
Specia l Fees : 20. o o 
ART• !! 4 05 .Ql 
M'l'WR 0 935-113 0 KVAC 204 









ART !! 409 .Q! Intro Digital Imagry 
TWR 1 545 -1845 KVAC 107 George A 
Special Fe es : 2 0 .00 
ART• !! 4 50 .Q],_ Printmaking III 
TWR 1230-1530 KVAC 202 George A 
Special Fees : 20. 00 
ASTRONOMY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ASTR ~ 106 .Q! 





DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ASTR ~ ill .Ql 
MTWR 0130-0925 MS 24 
COURSE TITLE 
Concot s olars yst.em 
Eck.roth C 






DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
BIOL ll 108 .Q],_ 
MTWR 0935-1130 BH 232 
BIOL ll ill .2.! 
MTWR 0100-0930 MS 215 
Special Fees: 10. oo 
Cultural Bot.any 
Ezell w 
Biology 1 - Gen Pr i n 
~groote D 
BIOL• ll 2 03 .Q.! Biology 3- Zoology 
MTW'R 0935- 113 0 BH 238 Lewis S 
Special Fees : 10. 00 
BI OL• ll ll.Q. .Ql Human Anat. • Phys I 
MTWRF 0700-085 9 MS 287 Mork D 
Co-Requisi t e: BIOL 311 0 1 Specia l Fees, 20.00 
Begin/ End Date 0 6-02 to 01 -11 
BIOL ll_ 311 fil. Anat + Physiology II 
MTWRF 0900- 1100 MS 281 Mo rk D 
Co-Requis i te: BIOL 310 0 1 Special Fees: 2 0.00 
Begin/ End Date 06-02 to 07-11 
BIOL• ll 320 .Q..! 
MTWR 0935 -113 0 MS 119 
BIOL• ll_ 344 .Ql 
MTWR 0935- 1300 MS 250 
Special Fees: 20.00 
BIOL• ll 34 5 .Q.! 
TWR 114 0- 14 15 MS 212 







BIOL• ll 34 8 .Ql Aquatic Biology 
M'I'WR 0930- 1430 MS 65 Knutson K 
Begin/End Dat e 06- 09 to 06-1 9 Special Fe es : 1 0.00 
BIOL ll 4 03 01 Resea.rch in Biology 
Pe rmiss ion Required- Greve A 
Hours Arranged 







DEPT N8R as SECT COURSHITI.E HRS 
BIOL ll 490 .Ql Minnesota Fossils 
MTWRF 0900-1130 BH 238 Lewh S 
Begin/End Date 05-27 to 06-06 Grading Options: S0-Req 
BIOL ll 4 90 .Ql Human Disaection 
Permission Required Torrence J 
Hours A::"ranged 
l:HOL ll !!Q. .Q.1 Urban Nature Study 
M'IWRF 0730-1130 BH 130 Kramer D 
Begin/End Date 06-09 to 06-20 
BIOL ll 521 Ql Biot.ech Workshop 
Permission Required McGuire 0 
Hours Arranged 
BIOL ll 590 Q1 Minnesota Fo.ssils 
M'I'WRF 0900-1130 BH 238 Levis S 
Begin/End Cate 05-27 to 06-06 Grading Options: SU-Req 
BIOL ll 590 .Q1 Human Oiuection 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 
BIOL ll S90 Q1 
MTWRF 0'730-1130 BH 130 
Begin/End Date 06-09 to 06-20 




UrNn Nature Study 
Kramer D 
Research in Biology 
Grewe A 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR. CLS SECT 
BIOL• ll ill .Ql 
M'IWR 0730-1100 MS 250 
Specia l F'ees : 10. 00 
BIOL ll_ 4 03 .Ql 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 
BIOL ll fil .Ql 
1900-2045 MS 215 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
BIOL• il 4 65 Q.! 
Hour• Arranged 
BIOL 22 4 91 01 
Begin/ E~ Date 08-16to 08·23 
Perniisaion Required 
Grading Options : SU-Req 
BIOL il ill Q.! 
M 1900-2045 MS 215 
Grading Opt iona : SU-Req 
BIOL• 1£ 565 Q.! 
Hours Arranged 
BIOL ll ill Q1 
Begin/ End Dace 08-16 to 08-23 
Permission Required 
Grad ing Options: SU-Req 




Int.ro Mic r obiology 
Schrank G 
Research in Biology 
Grewe A 
Wolf Conserv+ Biol 
Peck J 
Teach Sci / Tech/ Soc 
Simpson Patty 
F'ld Stud- Isle Royal 
Peck J 
Hours Arranged 




Fld Stud-Isle Roya l 
Peck J 
Hours Arranged 
Research in Biology 
Grewe A 
BUSINESS COMPUTER INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 







BUSINESS COMPUTER INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ecis• !1 24 0 .2.!. 
M'IWR 0935-1130 BB 315 
Special Fees: 20. oo 
BCIS• !1 24.l Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 216 
Special Fees : 20 . 00 
BCIS il 255 Q.! 
HTWR 093 5 -1130 SH 204 
Special Fees : 15 . 00 
BCIS il 34 0 Q1 
MnfR 0730-0925 BB 315 
Special Fees: 15 . 00 
BCrs• il 3so 21 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 315 
Special Fees : 15.00 
BCIS• !1 450 fil. 
KIWR 1140-1335 BB 216 
BCIS • il 550 Q! 
MI'WR 114.0-1335 BB 216 
COURSE TITLE 
Bus i ness Stat I 
Krueger D 
Business Stat II 
Song J 
Comp Int.rte Bus App 
Yoshimoto G 
Mgmt Info Systems 
Yoshimoto G 
Syst Anal and Des I 
Weinberg R 
Info Systell\5 MrJmt 
Song J 
Info Systems Mgmt 
song J 
BUSINESS COMPUTER INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
BCIS • !1 240 .Ql 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 216 
Special Fees : 20. 00 
ecis • il 2u il 
KI'WR 1140 - 1335 BB 216 
Special Fees: 20.00 
BCIS !]_ llQ ~ 
MTWR 114 0-1335 BB 315 
Special Fees: 15 .00 
BCIS• il ill Q.! 
M'IWR 0730 - 0925 BB 315 
Special Fees: 15. oo 
BCIS • !,1 fil Q.! 
f'fi'WR 0935-1130 BB 315 
Spec i al Fees: 15. oo 
COURSE TITLE 
Business Stat I 
Paulson R 
Business Stat II 
Paulson R 
Mgmt Info Systems 
Heath R 
Syst Anal and Des II 
Pearson J 










SCSU Summer Sessions '97 
DEPT NBR as SECT 
acrs• il 543 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 315 
Special Feea : 15 .00 
COURSE TITLE 
Dat aoase Concpt Dvp 
Heath R 
CHEMISTRY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
CHEM 11 . ill fil. 
M'I'WR 0730-0925 MS 122 
omM• 11 215 Q.! 
MN 0935-1215 MS 122 
TR 0935-1125 SH 348 
CHEM• 11 251 Q! 
TR 0935 - 1215 MS 122 ... 0935- 1225 MS 382 
Under standing Chem 
Arndts R 
General Chemist.ry l 
Arndts R 
Special Fees : 20. 00 
Basic Organic Chem 1 
Frank E 
Special Fees , 20. 00 
CHEM TI_ 327 Q1 Phy• Sci !or El Tch• 
MTMR 0730-0925 BH 305 Minger M 
This class will not meet the week of 6/16- 19 . 
CHEM ll 327 .Ql Phys Sci for El Tchs 
HTWR 0935-1200 SH 305 Minger M 
CHEM TI. lli Q.! Inquiry Based i.bs 
HTifR 0930-1200 MS 125 Minger M 
HTWR 1300 - 1700 BH 305 
Begin/End Date 06-16 to 06-19 Permission Required 
CHEM 11 588 Q.! Inquiry Based Labs 
HTWR 0930-1200 MS 125 Minger M 
MTWR 1300-1700 BH 305 
Begin/ End Date 06-16 to 06-19 
CHEMISTRY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CHEM ll 102 E 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 119 
CHEM* ll ill Q.! 
MW 0935-12 15 MS 125 
TR 0935-1125 MS 382 
CHEM• TI, 252 Q! 
TR 
MW 
0935 - 1215 MS 125 




General Chemistry 2 
McMullen J 
Special Fees : 20. 00 
Basic Organic Chem 2 
Winter N 
Special Fees : 20. 00 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CFS ll 4 05 Q.! 
TWRF' 0900-1600 EB B1 0 8 
Begin/ End Date 06-24 to 07-10 
Class meets 6/24-27 & 7/9-10. 
CFS il ,ill E 
MTWRF' 0900-1500 EB Bl08 
Begin/End Date 06-09 to 06-1 7 
CFS ll ill .Q1 
WRF 0900-1300 EB 8 108 
Begi n / End Date 06-18 to 06-20 




working With Fathers 
Palm Glen 
Play Stnt W/Child 
Ofstedal K 




CFS il ill .Ql Student Teaching 






CFS .U, fil 01 Student. Tchg in Ecse 1/R 
Permission Required- Blaska J 
Hours Arranged 
CFS .U, ill .Q.! Work i ng With Fathers 
'IWRF' 0900-1600 EB 8108 Palm Glen 
Begin/ End Date 06-24 to 07 - 10 
Class meets 6/24-27 &: 7/9-lO. 
CFS il 505 .Ql Play St.rat. W/ O'lild 
MI'WRF 0900-1500 EB 8108 O!stedal K 
Begin/ End Date 06-09 to 06-17 
CFS ll 505 QJ. 
WRF 0900-1300 EB 8108 
Begin/ End Date 06-18 to 06-20 
CFS il 645 Q.! 
MTWRF 0830- 1600 EB All9 
Begin/End Date 06-12 to 06-18 
CFS .U, 683 Q1 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 
Music Young Child 
Henningsgaard C 
Group Process Par Ed 
Camp be 11 Deb 
Practicum in Ecse 
Blaska J 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES 
/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 






CFS 23 605 01 Summer Im1titute 
Begin/E;;; Dat~8-o4 to 08 - 06 Blaska Joan 
Permission Required Hours Arranged 
Class will meet at St. John's Univ . 
CFS il 605 .Ql Surrmer Inatitute 
Begin/ End Date 08-04 t.o 08-06 Gilman Cheri 
Permission Required Hoursi Arranged 
Class will meet. at St. John's Univ . 
CFS 23 605 03 Sulfflll!!r Instit.ute 
Begin/E;i Dat;o8-04to 08-06 Mattick Pall'ffl 
Permission Required Hours Arranged 
Class will meet at St. John's Univ. 
CF'S .U, ~Bi 
MTWRF 0830 - 16 00 EB 8108 






DEPT NBR CLS SECT 




Grad Pract. - lnternshp 
We ise Mary 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
CDIS ll lli fil. Clinical Sympos I 
R 1300-1700 EB 8206 Lavoi G 
0800-1 7 00 EB B208 
Segin/ End Date 06 -12 to 06-13 
CDIS ll lli 91, Clinical Sympos II 
1300-17 00 EB 8206 Lavoi G 
0800-1700 EB B208 
Begin/End Date 06-19 to 06-20 
CDIS !! 515 Q.! Clinical Sympos I 
1300- 1700 EB B206 Lavoi G 
0800- 1700 EB 82 08 
Begin/End Date 06-12 to 0 6 -1 3 
COIS !! 515 .Ql Clinical Sympos II 
1300-1700 EB 8206 Lavoi G 
0800-1700 EB 8208 
Beg i n / End Date 06-19 to 06-20 
CDIS !! 677 Ql Sem Professional Iss 
HWF 1200-1700 EB 8206 Lavoi Gerald 
TR 1200 - 1700 EB 82 08 
Begin/End Dace 06-23 to 06-27 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS 
/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CDIS !! 648 Q! 
Permission Required 
Special Fees: 15. 00 
COIS ll 648 il 
PeI'll'lission Required 
Special Fees: 1S . 00 
CDIS !! 648 .Ql 
Permission Required 
Special Fees: 15. 00 
COURSE TITLE 
Grad Pract•Univ Clin 
We ise Mary 
Hours Arranged 
Grad Pract.-Univ Clin 
Weise Mary 
Hours Arranged 
Grad Pract-Univ Clin 
Webb Connie 
Hours Arranged 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CSCI• .§1 444 .Ql 
Permission Required 





Major Students Only 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CSCI .§1 169 Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 ECC 111 
Special Fees : 4 0.00 
CSCI il ill .Ql 
M'IWR 114 0 - 1335 ECC 111 
Special Fees , 40. oo 
CSCI • ll ill .Ql 
MTW R 0935-1130 ECC 135 
CSCI• ll ill Q1 
MTWR 1730- 1925 ECC 115 
COURSE TITLE 
Computers in Society 
Guster Dennis 
Computers in Society 
Guster DeMis 
Computer Sc i ence I 
Jul.strom Bryant 
Programming in Java 
Dathan Brahma 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CSCI• il 28 3 Q1 
MIWR 093S.,..1130 ECC 115 
COURSE TITLE 
Prograrrming in C 
Line Jeffery 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES 
/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 




Senior The s i s 
Andzenge D 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CJS ll lli .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 225 
CJS g 444 .Q.! 
Permission Required 
Special Fees , 50. oo 
CJS ~ lli. .Ql 
Permission Required 
Special Fees , SO . 00 
CJS -2& ill Q.! 
MTWR 093S-1130 SH 225 
CJS ll 6-44 .Q.l 
Permission Required 
Special Fees : 5 0.00 
COURSE TITLE 








Org • Admin in CJ 
Andzenge Dick 
Practicum 














CJS i§. 650 .Q.! Re adi ngs VR 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 
CJS ll lli Ql 
Permi ssion Required 
Hours Arranged 
CJS ll 661 il 
i-rIWR 0900-1300 CH 133 
Begin/ End Dat.e 06 - 09 to 06-19 
Andzenge Dick 
Readings VR 
Prout Ro bert 
Juv Just.ice • School 
Lawrence R 
On site course; paired with ITV section . 
CJS ll 681 .Q..! 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 
C\lr Prob • las in CJ VR 
Andzenge Dick 
DEPT N8R Cl5 SECT 




cur Prob - Iss in CJ 
Prout Robert 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES 
/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CJS 2! ill Q.! 
MTWR 093S-1130 SH 322 
CJS _g ill £1 
MTWR ll40-1335 SH 225 
Permission Required 
CJS 2.i !!! Q! 
Permission Requ i red 
Hours Arranged 
CJS 56 444 06 
Perm i ss~n Requ ired -
Hour s Arranged 
COURSE TITLE 
Crime • Jus in Amer 
Norman Mark 
















ESCI 22 106 .Ql 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 110 
ESCI* 11 240 Q!_ 
MTWJl 1 14 0- 133 5 MS 110 
Special Fees, 5 . 00 
ESCI • 22 284 Q.! 
rttWR 1345-1715 MS 110 
Begin /End Date 06-23 to 07-10 
ESCI• 1,! 330 Q.! 
~ 1345-1?45 MS 110 
Begin/ End Date 06-09 to 06 -2 0 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro to Earth Scien 
Anderson Alan 
I n tro to Earth Scie n 
Hoff Jean 




Special Fees ; 5. 00 
Enrironmen tal Esci 
Anderson Garry 
EARTH SCIENCES/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ESCI 22 105 Q!. 
MTWR 0935 - 1130 MS 110 
Special Fees, 10. 00 
ESCI 22 105 ~ 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 110 
Specia l Fees : 10. 00 
ESCI• 22 250 Q!. 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 110 









DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ECON '"' 51 444 .Q.! 






DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
6CON ll, 201 .Q.! 
MTWR 1140-1335 S H 301 
ECON ll ill .Q.! 
MTWR O!i135- ll3 0 SH 302 
ECON ll 206 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935 -11 30 SH 30 1 
ECON• ll ill .Q..!. 
MTWR 093 5 -1130 SH 325 
COURSE TITLE 




Pr in- Microeconomics 
Gallaghe r Daniel 
I n termed Microecon 
Hampton N Eric 
ECON• ll 4 60 Q1 Public Finance 
MTWR 0935- 1130 SH 322 Hughes Patricia 
ECON• g lli .Q..! Money and Banking 
MTWR 1140 - 1335 SH 322 Kang Eungmin 
ECON• g 506 .Q..! l n tenned Mic-roecon 
MTWR 0935- 113 0 SH 325 Hampton N Eri c 
Penniss ion Requ i red 
ECON• g 560 .Q..! Public Finance 
MIWR 0935-1130 SH 322 Hughes Patricia 
Pennission Required 
ECON• g 571 .Q..! Money and Banking 
MTWR 114 0 - 1335 SH 322 Kang Eungmin 
Permiss ion Required 
ECON g ill .Q..! Seminar - Eco n Ed 
MTWR 0830-16 3 0 BB 221 MacDonald Richard 












Permiss1on Required Grading Options : Either 
ECONOMICS/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ECON _g ill .Q1 
MTWR 09 35 - 1130 SH 301 
ECON a,l 205 .Q1 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 302 
ECON ll, 206 .Q1 
MTWR 11 4 0- 1335 SH 301 
ECON• ll lli .Q.! 
MTWR 0935 -113 0 SH 3 25 
ECON'"' ll lli .Q1 
MTWR 11 4 0-1335 SH 325 
ECON • i; 57 0 .Q..!. 
MTWR 093S· 1130 SH 325 
Pennission Required 
ECON • 51 S71 .Q1 
MTWR ll.; o-1lli SH 325 
Penn i ssion Required 
COURSE TITLE 






Bus Cyc les•Forecastg 
Gle isner Richard 
Money and Banki ng 
MacDonald Richard 
Bus Cycles•For ecastg 
Gleisner Ri chard 
Money and Banking 
MacDom1ld Richard 
HRS 
SCSU Summer Sessions '97 
EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
ED 2! 495 Q.!. 
MW 0800-104 0 EB 8 209 
ED 2! 595 Q.!. 
MW 08 00-104 0 EB B209 
ED 2! 601 Q.!. 
TR 0800-104 0 8112 
ED 2! 601 .Ql 
TR 1430- 1710 EB Al28 
ED 2! ill .Q1 
MW 1140- 142 0 EB Al28 
ED 2! 606 Q.!. 
MW 1430 -1710 EB 82 09 
ED 2! 614 .Q.! 
TR 1430-1710 EB >.229 
ED 1! 615 Q.!. 
TR 11 4 0-1420 EB A229 
ED 2! 62 0 .Q.! 
MW 0800-104 0 EB 8 113 
Grading Options; SU-Reg 
.!!.! ED 1! 624 













2! ill .Q.! 




0800 - 104 0 
2! 647 






EB 81 13 
2i 651 Q.!. 
0800- 1 04 0 EB Al2 8 
2! 680 Q.!. 
1140-1420 EB Al28 
Tchg/Learni ng St.y les 
Davi11 M 






Tchg W/ Mc Child Lit 
Heine P 
Problems Amer Educ 
Long K 
Interpr e t Research 
Schmidt R 
Intro to Research 
Schmidt R 
I nt ro to Elem Ed 
Heine D 
Sch Ear ly Ad.oles 
Long K 
Elem Sch Science 
Louisell R 
Elem Sch Mathemat ics 
Kochmann B 
El em Sch curriculum 
Purdom B 
Sec Sch curriculum 
Hi nt z J 
Kinde r garten Educ 
Purdom D 
Dimens ions of Lrng 
Kelsey K 
EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ED 1! ill .Q.! 
TR 0 90 0- 1 300 EB Al22 
ED 2! 495 .Ql 
MW 0800-1040 EB 82 09 
ED 1! 495 .Q1 
MW 0 900-114 0 EB Al22 
ED 1,! 558 .Q..! 
TR 0 900- 1 300 EB A.122 
ED 2i ill .Ql 
MW 0800- 1 0 40 EB 82 09 
ED 2! 595 .Ql 
MW 0 900- 114 0 EB Al22 
ED 2i 601 Q! 
MT 1140 -1'" 20 811 3 
ED 2i 601 ~ 
MWF 0830-1530 EB Al23 
Begin/End Date 07- 21 to 08- 01 
ED 2.! 601 Q! 
COURSE TITLE 
Li teracy for L2 Lrnr 
Serran o R 
Educa tiona l Racism 
Davis M 
Bilingual / Bicultl Ed 
Serrano R 








Cont roversy•Confl ict 
Scott-Halverson L 
Integrat Tech El cur 
Miff 0 900-1730 EB Al24 Davison L 
Begin/ End Date 07- 14 to 07-23 Kochmann B 
ED 2! !,!±. .Q.! 
Mn/RF 143 0 - 1710 EB 8209 
Begin/End Date 07-10 to 07-23 
ED 1! fil .Q.! 
MTWR 0900 - 1600 EB A229 
Begin/ End Date 07 - 14 to 07-21 
ED 2! 638 .Q.! 
MTWRF 0800 - 1600 EB Al23 
Beg in/End Date 08-04 to 08-08 
Philosop hy o! Educ 
Romanish B 
Middle Grades CUrr 
Miller T 




DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
£DAD ll, 657 .Q..! 
M'I1fR 1 230 - 1700 EB Al23 






DEPT NBR CJ.,S S ECT 
EDAD ll_ 622 ,11 
MTWR 1230-1800 CH 62 
Begin/End Date 07-02 to 07-10 
COURSE TITLE 
Legal Aspects i n Ed 
McMullen J 
On s it e course ; pa. i red with ITV s _ection. 
EDAD ll. 622 g Legal Aspects in Ed 
MI'WR 1230 - 1800 ZIP 5630 McMullen J 
Beg in/End Date 07-02 to 07-10 Special Fees , 19.50 
ITV ; of f campus s ites-Bemidj i. Duluth & Hibbi ng . 
EDAD ,ll 685 Q1 
M'NR 0700 -1 230 
Beg i n / End Date 07 - 02 to 07-1 0 




DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
EDAD ,ll ill il 
M'IWR 1230-18 00 CH 62 




On site course; pa ired with ITV section. 
EDAD ll 603 g Organ Theory 
M'IWR 1230-18 00 ZIP 5630 McMullen J 
Begin/ End Date 0 7 -1 7 to 07 -22 Special Fees : 19 . 50 





DEPT NBR Cl.S SECT 
EDAD .ll 652 !! 
MTWR 1230-1800 CH 62 
Beg in/End Date 0 7 - 23 to 0 7 - ll 
COURSETITlE 
Cormrunity Rela tions 
St.a ff 
On s i te course; paired wit h ITV sect ion. 
EDMl ll 6S2 





Begi n / End Date 07 -23 to 07 -31 Special Fees: 19.50 
ITV; off campus sites -Bemi d ji & Duluth 
EDAD .ll ill il 
MTWR 0730-1200 
Begin/End Date 07- 23 t o 0 7 -31 




DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
EE _ll ill 












0935-11 3 0 
.!!.! 
ECC 12 6 
COURS E TI TLE 




DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
EE • ,!! 201 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935 -1130 ECC 128 
MW 1345-151S ECC 203 
ENGLISH/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ENGL ~ 162 .Q..! 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 122 
ENGL ~ ill. .Q.! 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 115 
ENGL ~ 162 ~ 
COURSE TITLE 
Circuit Analys is I 
Staff 
COURSE TITLE 
Written Compos I 
Gordon c 
Wr i tten Compos I 
Spath w 
Written Compos I 
MTWR 09 3 5 - 1130 ECC 108 xasimor M 
ENGL g 162 ~ Written Compos I 
MI'WR 0935- 1130 ECC 128 Hagen J 
ENGL ~ ill Q2 Writ.ten Compos I 
M1WR 0935 - 1130 SH 2 11 Mann K 
ENGL• g 163 Q! women in Music 
MTWR 0935-1130 EH 205 Head L 
ENGL• ~ 163 .Ql Women in Music 
M'I'WR 114 0-1 335 EH 205 Head L 
ENGL g 232 .Q..! Intro to Linquiatics 
MTWR 09 35- 1130 SH 12 3 Teut.sch -Dwyer M 
ENGL• g_ 431 .Q..! Tchg Esl /Theory&:Met h 
MTWR 1345-154 0 BB 216 Teuc.sch-Dwyer M 
ENGL g 43 8 Q! Creat Wrtg Poet F ict 







Beg i n / End Date 06-09 to 06-16 Grading Options: SU -Reg 
ENGL• ~ !§2 Q! English Internships 
Permis.sion Requi red Inkster R 
Hours Arranged 
ENGL• i?. 460 .Q..! Adolescent Lit 
MTWR 1000-1400 SH 210 Gordon C 
Begin/End Date 06 -1 6 to 06-26 
ENGL li 469 .Q..! Chicano/A Literatu re 
MTWR 0900- 14 00 SH 210 Veeder R 
Begin/End Date 06-30 to 0 7- lO 
ENGL• li ill .Q..! Tchg Es l/Theory•Meth 
H'NR 1 345 - 1540 BB 216 Teut.sch-Owyer M 
ENGL g 538 .Q..! Creat Wrtg Poe t Fict 
MlWRF 114 0 -16 00 SH 210 Meissner w 
1400-1900 SH 21 0 
Begin/End Date 06-09 to 06- 16 Grad ing Options , SU-Reg 
ENGL li 560 .Q..! Adolescent Lit 
MTWR 1000-14 00 SH 210 Gordon C 
Begi n / End Date 06-16 to 06-26 
ENGL li ill .Q.! Chicano/A Li terature 
M'IWR 0 900-1 4 00 SH 210 Veeder R 
Begin/ End Date 06 - 30 t.O 07-10 
ENGL ~ 659 .Q.! Internship Prot' Wrtg 
Permission Required Inkster R 
Gradi ng Options: Ei ther Hours Arranged 
ENGLISH/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ENGL ~ 162 21 
MTWR 114 0-133 5 SH 122 
ENGL i2, 162 2,1 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 122 
ENGL li 162 .Q! 
tirl'WR 0730 -0925 SH 123 
ENGL• li 163 .Q.! 
MTWR 134 S-15 4 0 R 2 
ENGL i§. 184 .Q..! 
MTWR 0935-1130 R 201 
Formerly ENG L 124 . 
ENGL li ill .Q..! 
MTWR 1345-1540 BB 119A 
ENGL li 29 4 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 115 
ENGL li ill £! 
MTWR 114 0-13 35 SH 210 
COURSE TITLE 
Written COC11pos I 
Cr o,., S 
Wr i tten Compos I 
Lloyd A 




Stories- Poems- Plays 
Hans e n T 
Amer i can Indian Lit 
Crow S 
Myth and Legend 
Klepetar s 




ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
ESL,!! ill.Q.!. 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 122 
ESL ,!! ill ~ 
MTWR 1345-1540 SH 122 
Grading Options: Either 
ESL ,!! 213 .Q.!. 
HTWR 1140-1335 SH 122 








ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ENV ,il 320 B,! 
M 1900- 2045 MS 215 




FINANCE INSURANCE REAL ESTATE 
/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
FIRE • l.Q ill Q1 
Permission Required 






FINANCE INSURANCE REAL ESTATE 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
FIRE ~ 371 Q.! 
M'IWR 0935-;i_lJ0 BB 119A 
Special Fees: 5. 00 
FIRE l.Q 3'71 .Q..1 
MTWR 1140-133S BB ll9A 
Special Fees , S. 00 
FIRE £.2 313 fil,_ 
MI'WR 0730-0925 BB 119A 
FIRE 12, fil .Q.!. 
MTWR 0935- 113 0 BB 320 
FIRE l.Q 4 72 Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 206 
FIRE 12 ill Bl 














FINANCE INSURANCE REAL ESTATE 
/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR Cl..S SECT 
FIRE ~ ill ~ 
M'IWR 0730·0 925 BB ll9A 
Special Fees : S. 00 
FIRE £Q. 371 Bl 
MTWR 0935·1130 BB 119A 
Specia l Fees : 5. 00 
FIRE ~ 378 .Ql 
MTWR 093 S·ll30 BB 320 
FIRE • £Q. 4 71 .Q.! 
MTWR 0730- 0925 BB 320 
Special Fees , 5. 00 
FIRE* !_Q 571 .Ql 
M'IWR 0730-0925 BB 320 


















DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
FORL 1.§_ 554 .Ql Adv Method Tchg Pren 
M'n/RF 0900-1500 BR 1 04 Dioudonnat N 
Beg in/End Date 06-16 to 06-20 
FRENCH/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
FREN g 1n .Ql 
MTWR 1345-1540 SR 206 
Elem French I 
Langen W 
GEOGRAPHY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
GEOG 12 111 .Ql 
MTWR 0730 -0925 SH 308 
GEOG 21 ~ .Ql 
MTWR 093 5-1130 SH 309 
Special Fees: 4 O. oo 
GEOG 12 ill .Ql 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 307 
GEOG 12 290 .Q1. 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 308 
GEOG 12 372 .Ql 
M'IWR 0935-1130 SH 307 
GEOG 'J..1. 376 .Ql 
MTWR 1140 - 1300 SH 305 
GEOG 22 390 .Q.l 
MTWR 0730·0925 SH 30S 
GEOG• 12 !E_ .Ql 
MnfR 0935 -1130 SH 305 
Permiss ion Required 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro to Global Geog 
Moberg J A 
Map Fundamentals 
Richason B F 
Lab Arranged 
Geog of the us 
Addicott J T 
Travel • Tourism 
Moberg .J A 
Consrvt.n Wld Resorcs 
Addicott J T 
Geog of Mi nnesota 
Dockendorf£ T P 
Geog Field Course 
Baker R G 
Applied Geog seminar 
Baker R G 
Ma jor St.udents Only 
GEOGRAPHY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
GEOG 12 253 Q.! 
"1l'WR 0935-1130 SH 307 
GEOG• 12. 382 Q! 
TR 0935-1300 SH 309 
Special Fees : 40.00 
COURSE TITLE 
Theory Concepts-Geog 
Harper C W 
Intro Gis Techniques 
Bixby R 0 
HRS 
HRS 
SCSU Summer Sessions '97 
HEALTH AND SAFETY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
HETS 1! ill Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1055 HAH 24.2 
HETS 1! 210 .Ql 
M'IW 0730-091S KAH S306 
BETS 1! 290 .Ql 
MTWR 0730·0925 EB Al22 
HETS 1! ~ Q.! 
MTWR 0935-11 30 KAH 243 
HETS * 1! 405 Q.! 
MTWR 0730 -0850 HAH 241 
METS* ,ll 405 ~ 
MTWR 0915-1055 KAH S305 
HETS* .ll 405 .Q1 
MTWR 1140 - 1300 KAH 242 
HETS 38 446 Q! 
Permiss -rc;n Required 
Grading Options : SU-Req 
Major Students Only 
HETS• .ll ill .Ql. 
MTWR 1140·1335 HAH 241 
HETS 1! ill ,Q! 
MTWR 0730-0925 HAH 242 
HETS• ll_ lli il 
HTWR 0935-1055 HAH 241 
COURSE TITLE 




Dr & Traf Saf Ed I 
Isberner B 
Prin of Safety Educ 
Dobey Rodney 
Mood Mod Sub in Soci 
Risk Harold 
Mood Mod Sub in Soci 
Staff 












HETS* 1! ,ill ,Q! Org " Adm of Dr Educ 
M'IW 1800-2130 EB All5 Meyerring Joe 
Begin/End Date 06·30 to 07 - 30 
HETS • }J_ 498 ,Q! Elementary School He 
HTWR 0935-1055 EB A229 Isberner B 
METS* ,ll SOS .Ql Mood Mod Sub in Soci 
MTWR 07]0 -085 0 HAH 241 Risk Harold 
HETS* ,ll 505 il 
MTWR 0935-1055 HAH S305 
METS • ll_ SOS Q1 
MTWR 1140-1300 • HAH 242 
HETS 1! ill .Ql 
MTWR 0730-0925 HAH 242 
HETS • ,ll 582 .Ql 
MTWll 0935·10S5 HAH 241 
HETS • ,!! ill .Ql 
M'N 1800·2130 EB All5 
Begin/End Date 06-30 to 07 - 30 
METS • ll 598 .Ql 
MTWR 0935·1055 EB A229 
Mood Mod Sub in Soci 
Staff 




Environmental Heal th 
Hort.is Theo 
Org ... Adm of Dr Educ 
Meyerring Joe 
Elementary School He 
Isberner B 
HEALTH AND SAFETY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
HETS .ll ill Q.! 
MTWR 0730-0855 HAH S305 
HETS 38 390 .Ql 
MTWR 0935·110 0 EB All5 
HETS ll ill .Ql 
Hours Arranged 
HETS .ll 454 ,Ql 
M'IWR 1140-1300 EB All5 
HETS .il _ill .Ql 
M'IWR 1140·1300 EB All5 
HISTORY/FIRST TERM 
COURSE TITLE 
Persnl & Corrrnty Hlth 
Staff 
Dr • Traf Saf Ed II 
Buraglio Carl 
Dr Educ Lab Prac 
Staff 
Wkp· I nst.r Prep Aaa 
Buraglio Carl 
Wkp- Inst.r Prep Aaa 
Buraglio Carl 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
HIST ll 106 .Ql Americas People 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 223 Sigal P 
HIST ll ill .Ql US Since 1865 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 219 HofSOlll'ner D 
H!ST ll 203 .Ql 
M'NR 0935 - 1130 SH 219 
HIST ll 35-i .Q..! 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 223 
HIST ll 434 .Ql 
MTWR 07]0-0925 SH 212 
HIST ll 534 .Ql 
MTWR 07]0-0925 SH 212 
HIST ll 681 .Q..! 









Sem US in the 1920S 
Hof.sorrrner D 
HISTORY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
HIST ll 101 .Ql 
M'NR 09 35-113 0 SH 219 
HIST ll 106 _Ql 
MTWR 0710 -0925 SH 219 
HIST .ll ill .Ql 
MTWR 1140-1 335 SH 212 
HIST ll 48 3 .Ql 
MTWR 0935-1055 SH 284 
HIST ll 583 .Ql 
MTWR 09 35-1055 SH 284 
COURSE TITLE 






Sem Hist Witch - Hunts 
Medler M 
Sem Hist Witch•Hunts 
Medler M 
HUMAN RELATIONS/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
HURL ~ 201 .Ql 
TR 0935·1335 ES 8209 
HURL ~ 201 ~ 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB 8 107 
HURL~ !Ql.Q..! 
TR 114 0- 154 0 EB 8107 
Non Oppressive Relat 
Hixson Emma 
Non Oppressive Relat 
Gr een Les 








DEPT NBR CLS 
HURL 2§. ill 
l'f'I'WR 0935-1130 
HURL 2§. 409 
MT 1800-2120 









HURL ,ll 499 .Ql 
HTWR 0935-1235 EB B213 
HURL n_ 499 .Ql 
MTWR 0935- 1235 EB BllO 
HURL ll 499 .Q1 
M'IWR 0935-1235 EB Al23 
KURL ~ 500 .Q.! 
MTWR 0 935 · 123S EB 8213 
Special Fees: 3. oo 
Y.URL 2§. 500 ~ 
MI'WR 093S·l235 EB BllO 
Special Fees : 3. 00 
HURL ,ll 500 .Q]_ 
M'IWR 0935·1235 EB S Al2 
Special Fees : 3 . 00 
HURL ,ll 5 02 .Q.! 
TR 1140 - 1S4 0 EB Bl07 
HURL ,ll 509 Q.! 
JrifI' 1800·2120 EB Al23 
HURL 2§. g,!. .Q.! 
MT 1800 -2120 EB Bl07 
COURSETffi.E 
Am Ind Issues i n Edu 
Cheeseman Gary 
Ageism 
Rudnitsk i Ddrita 
Change Agent Skills 
Davidov Marv 
Human Relations Bloc 
Tademe Tamrat 
Human Relations Bloc 
Thompson Karen 
Human Re l ations Bloc 
Tripp Michael 
Human Relations Bloc 
Tademe Tamrat 
Human Relat.ions Bloc 
Thompson Karen 
Human Relations Bloc 
Tripp Michael 
Gender Issues in Edu 
Hof111ann Sudie 
Ageism 
Ridnitsk i Del rita 
Seminar in Instruct i 
Andrzejewski J 
HUMAN RELATIONS/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
HURL 2§. 201 .Ql. 
TR 1800-2120 EB Bl07 
HURL 2§. 402 f!l 
MW 18 00- 212 0 EB 810 7 
HURL ,ll 499 .Q.! 
MnfR 0935-1235 EB Al28 
HURL ~ 499 ~ 
MTWR 0935-123S EB BllO 
HURL ~ 499 ,Q! 
MTWR 093S·l235 EB Bl07 
HURL ,ll ill Q2 
M'IWR 0935-1235 EB Bll2 
HURL ,ll lli .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1235 EB A128 
Special Fees: 3. oo 
HURL ~ 500 !!2 
MTWR 0935 - 1235 EB BllO 
Special Fees: 3. 00 
HURL ,ll 500 ,Q! 
M'IWR 0935-1235 EB Bl07 
Special Fees : 3. 00 
HURL ll lli 22. 
MI"WR 0935-1235 EB Bll2 
Special Fees: 3. oo 
HURL 2z 502 .Ql. 
MW 1800-2120 EB Bl07 
COURSE TITLE 
Non Oppressive Relat 
Polzin Jennifer 
Sexual Assault Advoc 
Ladue Lee 
Human Relations Bloc 
Tademe Tamrat 
Human Relations Bloc 
Tripp Luke 
Human Relations Bloc 
Tripp Michael 
Human Relations Bloc 
Gesling Linda 
Human Relations Bloc 
Tademe Tamrat 
Human Relations Bloc 
Tripp Luke 
Human Relations Bloc 
Tr i pp Michael 
Human Relations Bloc 
Gesling Linda 
Sexual Assault Ad.voe 
Ladue L 
INDUSTRIAL STUDIES/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
IND _!.§: 498 Q.! 
Permission Required 
Lab Arranged 










INDUSTRIAL STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
!ND li ill .Ql 
MTWR 0935·1130 Hli 228 
IND li 445 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1600 HH 113 
Begin /End Date 06 -30 to 07 - 03 
IND ll lli ll 
KI'WR 0935-1600 ZIP 5536 
COURSE TITLE 
Tech • Third World D 
Akubue An t hony 
Cad on the Mac 
Nestel Gera ld 
Modular Tech I 
Schwaller A 
Begin / End Date 06-23 to 06 -26 Pennission Required 
Prior permission of instructor required . 
Meets ac Map l e Grove senior Hi gh School . 
May not enroll via TtRS. 
IND ll lli ll 
MTWR 0935·1600 ZIP 5536 
Modular Tech II 
Schwaller A 
Beg in/End Date 06-16 to 06-19 Permission Required 
Prior permission of instructor required. 
Meets at Maple Grove Senior High School. 
May not enroll v ia TtRS. 
IND g ~ g Ca r eers in Masonry 
WRF 0800·1600 HH 116 Bergstrom P 
Offered as part of an educational conference. Contact 
Continuing Studies for registrat ion i nformation . 
May not enroll via TtRS. 
IND ll ill .Ql Cad on :.he Mac 
MTWR 0935-1600 HH 113 Nest.el Gera l d 
Begin/End Date 06-3 0 to 07-03 
IND li ill g Modu l ar Tech I 
MTWR 0935· 1600 ZIP 5536 Schwaller A 
Begin/ End Date 06-23 to 06-26 Permission Required 
Prior permission of instructor required. 
Meet s at M&ple Grove Senior High School . 







DEPT N8R CIS SECT COURSE TITLE 
IND ,!1 ~ 2_ Modular Tech I I 
M'IWR O!HS-1600 ZIP 5536 Schwaller A 
Begin/End Date 06-16 to 06-19 Permission Required 
Prior permiss ion o f inst ructor required. 
Meets a t Maple Grove Seni or High School. 
May not enroll via TtRS . 
INI" !§_ 595 g careers i n Masonry 
WRF oeoo-1600 HH 116 Bergstrom P 
Begin/End Date 06- 18 to 06-20 Permission Required 
Offered as part of an educational conference. Contact 
Con t inuing Studies fo r regist ration infortn,;1tion. 
May not e nroll via TtRS. 
INDUSTRIAL STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
IND ll 05 g 
COURSE TITLE 
Design Post Cad 
MTWR 0935-1600 ZIP 5636 Nutel G 
Beg i n / End Date 07-14 to 07-17 Permission Required 
Prior permission of iruit.nictor r equi red . 
Meet s at Maple Grove Senior Hi gh School. 
May not enroll via TtRS . 
mo !z 595 g Design Post cad 
HTWR 0935-1600 ZIP SS36 Nestel G 
Begin/End Date 07-14 to 07-1 7 Permission Required 
Prior permiss ion o f i n s t ructor required . 
Meet s at Maple Grove Senior High School . 
May not enroll via TtRS . 
INFORMATION MEDIA/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE T ITLE 
IM ~ 412 .Q.! TV in Media. 
H'tl' 1345-l 715 SH lSl Polesak Fred 
I M ll 4 35 g Childrens Lit.erat.ure 
MT 0900-1630 ZIP 5630 Williams S 
Begin/ End Date 06 -16 t.o 06-17 Inkster C 
Permission Requ.i red 
Offered as part. of a n education.al conference &t 
Kelly Inn . Contac t Cont.inuing Studiea for 
r egistration inforrna t ion. May no t. enroll via TtRS. 
IM 
MW 
~ 468 .Q.! 
0935-1335 CH 100 
Special Fees : 25. oo 
IM ll lli .2.1 
MTWR 0730-05125 CH 125 
Special Fees , 35. oo 
IM ~ .!2! .Q..!. 
MTWR 0730-05125 CH 126 
IM .!?. 484 Q1 
WR 0930-1500 ED A22 7 
Media. Materials 
Stachowski Tom 
Prep of Materials 
Thompso n Mert 
Catalog '- Class 
Hedin Bonnie 
Sem: Intro Internet 
Pehler Jim 
Begin/ End Date 06- ll to 06-12 Special Fees : 10.00 
Grading Options : SU-Req 
IM ~ ill .Q£ 
MT 0930- 1500 ED A227 
B~in/ End Dat.e 06-16 to 06- l7 
Grading Options , SU-Req 
IM .!?. 484 .Ql 
WR 05130-1 500 CH 232 
B~i n /End Date 06- 18 t o 06 -19 
Grading Opt ions , SU-Req 
IM ~ 4.84 .Q! 
MT 0 93 0-1500 CH 232 
Begin / End Date 06 -23 to 0 6-24 
Grading Options : SU- Req 
I M .ll 484 Q2 
WR 0930 - 1 50 0 CH 232 
Begin/End Date 06 -25 to 06-26 
Gradi ng Opt i ons : SU- Req 
IM .!?. 484 Q§_ 
MT 0930-1500 CH 232 
Begin/ End Date 06-30 to 07-01 
Grading Options : SU-Req 
IM £§. 4 84 Q2 
NR 05130-1 5 00 CH 232 
Begin/End Da te 07-02 t o 07-03 
Grading Options : SU- Req 
I M 1§_ 512 Q1 
IM 
MT 
1 34 5-1715 SH 151 
.!?. ill g 
0900-1630 ZIP 5630 
Sem:Sea.rch Internet 
Pehler Jim 
Special Fees : 10. 00 
Sem:Create Www 
Rotto Luther 
Special Fees : 10 . 00 
Sem : Wvw Piz:za.zz: 
Rot to Luther 
Special Fees : 1 0. oo 
Sem : Intro Hyperstudi 
Th e is John 
Special Fees: 10. oo 
Sem : Hyper , Vi deodi9 
Theis JoM 
Special Fees: 10 .00 
Sem : Hyper Multi Cd 
Theis John 
Spec i al Fees, 10 . 00 
TV in Media 
Polesak Fred 
Childrens Literature 
Will i a.ms S 
Begin/ End Date 06-16 to 06-1 7 Inkster C 
Permission Required 
Offered as part of an educational conference at 
Kelly I nn. Contact Cont i nu i ng Studies f o r 
reg istrat ion i n :!ormation . May not enroll via TtRS . 
IM ~ 568 Q.!. 
MW 05135-1335 CH 1 00 
Special Fees : 25 . 00 
IM ~ ~ Q! 
MTWR 0730-092 5 CH 125 
Special Fees : 35. 00 
I M ll ill .Q1. 
TR 1345-1625 CH 125 
IM ~ ill Q! 
MTWR 0730-0925 CH 126 
IM ~ 581 Q1 
MW 0935-1215 CH 125 
IM ~ _ill .Q.! 
WR 0930-1500 ED A227 
Begin / End Date 06-11 to 06 - 12 
Gradi ng Options : SU-Req 
IM ~ 584 ~ 
M'I' 0930 - 15 00 ED A22 7 
Begin/End Date 06-16 to 06-17 
Grading Options : SU-Req 
Media Materials 
Stachowski Tom 
Prep of Mater i als 
Thompson Hert 
Reference and Biblio 
Ewing Ke ith 
Ca ta. log lr. Class 
Hed in Bonnie 
Read List View Gui d 
Thompson Marc i a 
Sem : Intro Int.ernet 
Pehler Jim 
Special Fees : 10. 00 
Sem:Search Int e rnet 
Peh ler Jim 




SCSU Summer Sessions '97 
DEPT NBR as SECT 
IM ll 584 21 
NR 0513 0- 1500 CH 232 
Begin/ End Date 06-18 to 06-19 
Gradin g Options: SU-Req 
IM ~ 584 ,2! 
MT 093 0 -1500 CH 232 
Begin/ End Date 06·23 to 06 - 24 
Grading Options : SU-Req 
IM ll 584 ~ 
NR 051 30-1500 CH 232 
Begin/ End Date 06-25 to 06-26 
Grading Options : SU-Req 
IM ll 584 Q! 
MT 0930- 1500 CH 232 
Begin/ End Date 06 - 30 t.o 07-01 
Grading Opt.ions : SU-Req 
IM. ll 584 .Q.1 
WR 0930 -1500 OI 232 
B~in/ End Date 07 -02 to 07-03 







ll 603 Bl 
0935 - 1215 CH 127 
.ll 606 Bl 
0935-1215 CH 125 
ll 608 Bl 
0935-1215 01 127 
IM 25 679 Bl 
PermiuTc;n Required 
Hours Arranged 
IM 25 680 Q! 
PermissTc;n Required 
Hours Arranged 
I M 25 681 .Q.! 
Permi uTc;n Requi r e d 
Hours Arranged 
IM 25 682 .Q1 
P11rmiH~n Required 
Hour■ Arranged 
IM ~ 683 Q.! 
MI' 051 3 0 -1500 CH 22B 
Beg i n / End Date 06-051 to 06 - 10 
IM 
MT 
ll 683 ~ 




Special Fee ■ : 1 0.00 
sem:w- Pi zzazz 
Ro t. to Luther 
Special Fees : 10. 00 
Sem : Intro Hyperstud i 
Theis John 
Special Fees : 10. 00 
Sem:Hyper , Videodis 
Theis John 
Special Fees: 10 . 00 
Sem:Hyper Multi Cd 
Theis John 
Specia l Fees: 10. 00 
IM Theory Resch Pra.c 
Fi elds Dennis 
Sehl Li b Media Prgnn 
Thompson Marcia 
Research Methods 
Hi tes Jeanne 
Media Gen Prac 
Thompson Mert 
Internship 










Grading Options : SU-Req 
Sem: Writing Grants 
Fields Dennis 
Begi n / End O.te 07- 07 to 07-08 Grading Opt.ions , · SU-Req 
INFORMATION MEDIA/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
IM 
MW 
ll 445 Bl 
0730- 1130 CH 126 
Special Fees : 35 . 00 
IM ll ill Q! 
TR 1140·1540 CH 125 
IM ll 46 8 ~ 
M'IWR 0730 - 05125 CH 228 
Special Fees : 25 . oo 
IM~ lli.Q.! 
KI' 05130·1500 ED A227 
Begin/End Date 07-21 to 07 -22 
Grading Options: SU- Req 
IM ll 484 .Q1 
NR 0930-15 00 ED A227 
Begin/ End Date 07 ·23 to 07-24. 
Grading Options: SU- Req 
IM ll 545 .Ql 
MW 0730-1130 CH 126 
Specia l Fees: 3S . 00 
I M ~ ~ .21_ 
TR 1140-1540 CH 1 25 
IM ll 568 ~ 
MnfR 0130 -0925 CH 228 
Special Fees : 25 . 00 
IM ~ 576 Q.! 
TR 073 0- 1010 CH 125 
I M ,li 584 .Q.! 
MT 0930-1500 ED A227 
Begin/ End Dat.e 07- 21 to 07-22 
Gradi ng Opt ions : SU - Reg 
IM ll 584 .Q.! 
WR 093 0- 1500 ED A.227 
Begi n / End Date 07 - 23 to 07-24 
Grading Opt ions : St.J- Req 
IM ll 609 .Q.l 
MW 0730-1010 CH 127 
IM ll 644 .Ql 
MW 1140-152 0 CH 125 
Special Fees : 25. 00 
IM~ fil.Ql 
TR 1140- 1520 CH 127 
Special Fees : 45 . 0 0 
IM 25 679 il 
Permiss~n Required 
Hours Arranged 
IM 25 680 ~ 
Permiss~n Rl!!quired 
Hours Arranged 
IM ~ 681 _ll 
Permissio n Required 
Hours Arranged 
IM ~ 682 _Q£ 
Permiss i on Required 
Hours Arranged 
COURSE TlTLE 
Cmptrs i n Ed lr. Train 
J unaid Na jrni 
Inst.rue Develop I 
Junaid Naj mi 
Med i a Materials 
Thoms Karen 
Sem : Intro Internet 
It.en Richard 
Specid Fees: 10. oo 
Se m:Wires , cables 
The is John 
Special Fees, 10. 00 
onptra in Ed , Tra in 
Jun.a id Na. j mi 





! ten R 
Sem : Intro Internet 
It.en Richard 
Special Fees : 10 .00 
Sem : Wires , Cables 
Theis John 
Special Fee!! : 10. 00 
Admin Fune 
Raadeke D 
Tec h Lib/Media Ctr 
Wh i t.comb C 
Authoring Cbi 
Theis John 











DEPT NBR as SECT 
IM ~ 683 .Q1 
COURSE TITLE 
Sem:Multi Dsgn-Itv 
M1W 13 00 - 1715 CH 232 Thoms Karen 
17 
HRS 
Begin/ End Date 07-28 to 07-30 Grading Option.a : SU-Reg 
IM ~ 68.3 .Q! 
MTWR 1200- 1715 CH 232 
0 900- 1315 CH 232 
Sem :'Teach Via Itv 
Thoms Karen 
Beg i n / End Date 08-04 to 0 8-08 Grading Options , SU-Req 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
See courses list.ed under the foll owing : American Studies , 
East As i an St udi es , Gerontology , Int.ern.at i onal Re lations , 
Lati n American Studies. Local and Urban Affairs , Social 
Science, and Social Sttidies 
MANAGEMENT/P'ULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MGMT* ~ ill .Q1 
Permission Requi red 





Johns on S 
MANAGEMENT/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MGM'I' ~ 361 .Q1 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 118 
MGMT .Q..§. 361 _Q£ 
MTWR 0935- 1130 BB 119B 
M:;MT ~ 363 Bl 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 319 
MGMT ~ 363 .Q£ 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 11 8 
MGM'I' ~ 370 .Q.l 
MTNR 0730-05125 BB 218 
JrG,fI' .2.§. 467 .Q1 
MTWR 0935-11 30 BB 218 
"'3HT• Q2 4.68 Bl 
M'IWR 05135-1130 BB 118 
MGM'I'• ~ 4.68 ll 
MTWR 1345 -1S40 BB 218 
MGMT• ~ ill .Q1 
M'IW 1700- 15145 BB 218 
MGMT Q2 56 7 Bl 
M'IWR 0 935 -1130 BB 218 
MGMT• ~ lli .Q1 
MTW 1700 - 1945 BB 218 
COURSE TITLE 
Mgmt Thry Org Beh 
Pesch M 


















Int' 1 Business 
Vora J 
MANAGEMENT/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MGMT ~ 361 il 
MTWR 0130-0925 BB 118 
MGM'I'• .Q2 468 il 
MTWR 0730-092 5 BB 218 
MGMT• .Q..§. 4.68 Qi 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 218 
COURSE TITLE 






MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS 
/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MJCGB • g 444 .Q1 
Permission Required 
Hours Ar ranged 




MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MKGB _g ill_ .Q1 
MTNR 0935-1130 SH 212 
MKGB £ 235 .Q1 
MTWR 0130-05125 88 322 
MKGB g ill fil. 
HTWR 1140-1335 BB 322 
MKGB g 309 Bi_ 
MTWR 1345-154 0 BB 322 
MKGB _g 32 0 
MTWR 114 0-1335 
MKGB• _il 321 
HTWR 0730-0925 
MK.GB• g ill 
MTWR 0730-0 925 
MKGB• _il .El 
M1WR 0935 - 1130 
MKGB• £ 425 
MTWR 0935-11 30 














HKGB• _il 429 .Q1 
MTWR 114 0-1 335 BB 321 
MKGB _8 4 3 6 .Q.! 
MTWR 05135-11.3 0 BB 322 
MXGB • g ill .Q1 
MTWR 05135-1130 BB 321 
MKGB• _g 527 .Q1 
MTWR 1345 -1 540 BB 321 
MKGB• _g 536 




General Bus Concept s 
Staff 
Legal Env of Bus 
Sleeper B 
St.r ategic Bus COll'fT1 
Asquith J 
Strategic Bus ColTffl 
Asqu ith J 
I ntro to Ma rketing 

















I n ternational Mktg 











MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS 
/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MKGB if_ 100 .Q1 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 321 
MXGB g 235 ~ 
HTWR 1140-1335 88 217 
MKGB 1£ 320 ~ 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 322 
MXGB• g 321 .Q1 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 217 
MKGB• g fil .Q1 
M'IWR 0 730-0925 BB 321 
MKGB• _8 4)2 B,1 
MTWR 1140-1]35 88 322 
MKGB• ,ll 532 Q.! 
HTWR 1140 - 133S BB 322 
COURSE TITLE 
General Bu& Concept& 
Staff 
Legal Enrivon of Bus 
Wells W 










MASS COMMUNICATIONS/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 




Mass COIIWTI Internship 
Hill Richard 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
co,.., !.? ill .Q1 
MTWR 0800-0945 SH 120 
C'Ol'l'1 !2 236 .Q1 
MR 1800 - 2140 SH 115 
CCM!:* !1 278 .Q1 
MW ll00-1630 SH 123 
COMM !2 432 Q! 
TR 1300-1630 SH US 
Ma jor Students Only 
CCM4• !1. 436 Q.!. 
MTWR 1000-1145 SH 115 
Ma jor Students Only 
COMM !2 532 .Q1 
TR 1300-1630 SH 115 
ca+! !2 536 Q1 
M'IWR 1000-1145 SH 115 
COURSE TITLE 




TV Prod for Ad • Pr 
Ahmed Niaz 
Mass Co11111 Research 
Ahmed Niu 
Pr Wrtng/ Pblctns 
Tiberghien G 
Maas Coffin Research 
Ahmed Niu. 
Pr Wrtng / Pblctns 
Tiberghien G 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ca«• !2 lli il 
MW 1300-1450 SH 115 
COMM !2 275 Ql 
MTWR 1000 -1145 SH 120 
COf+'l !2 276 Q! 
MTWR 1000 -1400 SH 123 
Special Fees: 20 . 00 
CCJP,f,1• !2 36 0 .Q1 
TR 1300 - 1450 SH 115 
Major Students Only 
COM-f• !2 !2! .Q1 
MTWR 1000-1400 SH 123 




Doc : Holocaust 
McDonnell Robert 
TV Edit • Prod Nk.ahp 
Mills Mark 
Mass Media Et.hies 
McDoMell Robert 
TV Jrnbm Prod Wkshp 
Milla Mark 






MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MBA• 11 683 .Ql 
MTWR ll40·133 5 BB 316 





DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MATH l!. g_Q_ .Ql 
COURSE TITLE 
Intermediate Algebra. 
Hours Arranged Groskreutz William 
Meets in LH-b.ilsement . Report June 9 . Students will be 
assigned to SO min. classes between 8 :30am-ll : 30am . 
Assessment. test. required to register . Refer to 
Academic Policie.s section in t.his bulletin . 
MATHEMATICS/FIRST TBRM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MATH l!. 121 .Ql 
"fl"WR 0730-0925 ECC llO 





Hours Arranged Wilmesmeier James 
Meets i n LB-basement. Report June 9 . Students will be 
assigned to SO min. classes bet.ween 8: JOam-11: JOam . 
Asses s ment test required to register . Refer to 
Academic Policies section in this bulletin . 
MATH • l!. 131 .Ql 
MTWR 0730-092S ECC 13 0 
Topics/Alg+Finite Ma 
Buls Gary 
Assessment test .required to register . Refer 
to Academic Policies sect.ion in this bulletin . 
MATH• l!. 133 Q.!. 
MTWR 1140-1335 ECC 130 
College Algebra 
Buls S 
Graphing calculator required. TI-8S recornnended. 
Assessment test required to register. Refer 
to Academic Policies section in this bulletin. 
MATH• .!!. 231 Q.!. 
MtlfR 0935-1130 ECC 111 
MATH• .!!. 241 Q.!. 
MTWR 1140-13S0 ECC 111 
Survey of Calculus I 
Bahauddin Moharr,med 
Cale • Anal Geom I 
Lahren D 
Graphing calculator required . TI-85 recorrmended . 
MATH .!!. ill .Q.l 
MTWR 0130-0925 ECC 136 
Spec i al Fees : S. 00 





SCSU Summer Sessions '97 
DEPT NBR Q.S SECT 
MATH• ll 35S Q!. 
fifflt"'R 0935-1130 ECC 112 
MATH ll 479 .Ql 
MIWR 1140-133S ECC 137 
MATH ll 579 .Ql 
MIWR 1140-1335 ECC 137 
MATH ll ill il 
H'IWR 1400-1530 CH 133 
Special Fees : S . 00 
COURSE TITLE 
Discrete Math Struct 
Buls Gary 
Tech Teach Sc/Ma x- 8 
Fiske Michael 
Tech Teach Sc/ Ma K- 8 
Fiske Michael 
Re sear Imp/Learn•Tea 
Fiske M 
On site course; pa i red wit.h ITV section. 
MATHEMATICS/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MATH ll ill .Ql 
MTWR 0935 - 113 0 ECC 130 





Hour.a Arranged Groskreutz William 
HRS 
l<RS 
Meets in LR - basement. Report July 14. Student.a will be 
assigned to 50 min . cl,1.sses between 8: 30am•ll , 30am . 
Assessment test required to regist.er . Refer to 
Academic Policies section in this bulletin. 
MATH• ll ill .Ql 
H'IWR 0730 - 0925 ECC 130 
Topics / Alg•Finite Ma 
Ka lia Ravindra 
Assessment teat requi red t.o register . Refer 
to Ac.ademic Polic i es section in this bulletin. 
MA.TH• ll ll4 .Ql Trigonometry 
H'IWR 1140-1335 ECC 130 Johnson Sandra 
Graphing calculator required . TI-8S recommended . 
MATH ll 350 Q.!. 
H'IWR 0730-092S ECC 136 
Special Fees : S . 00 
Intro Geom/Stat/Prob 
Cimperman J&nis 
MICROCOMPUTER STUDIES/FIRST TBRM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MCS • g ill Q.!. 
H'IWR 0935-113 0 ECC 116 
Special Fees : 40. 00 




Specia l Fees : 40.00 
COURSE TITLE 
Software Pkg Micro 1 
Johnson Monte 
Soft.ware Pkg Micro 2 
Meyer Roger 
HRS 
MICROCOMPUTER STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MCS il 267 Q!. 
MIWR 0730-0925 ECC 116 
Speci~l Fees : 40. oo 
HCS• il 1Q.! Q.!. 
fifflfR 0935-1130 ECC 116 




Software Pkg Micro 3 
Howe Richard 
MINORITY STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
See AMST 490, HIST 3S4, HURL 201,402,499/500. 
JUNE 30th thru JULY 10th 
See ENGL 469 /569 
MINORITY STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
See ENGL 270, HURL 201,- 499 /S OO, PHIL 103. 
MUSIC/FIRST TBRM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TI'I"LE 
MUS B.!_ 609 Q.!. score Preparation 
MTWRF 0840-1200 PA Schmidt M 
Begin/ End Date 06-16 to 06-27 Wood B 
Permission Required 
MUSIC/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
MUS B.!_ 611 Q!. 
MTWR 0830 - 123 0 PA 271 
Begin / End Date 07-14 to 01 - 24 
MUS B.!_ 612 Q!. 
M'IWR 0830-1230 PA 271 
Begin/ End D&te 07 - 14 to 07-24 
MUS Qi 613 Q.!. 
MTWR 0830 - 1230 PA 271 
Begin / End Date 07-14 to 07-24 
MUS Q! 614 .Q.! 
MTWR 0830-1230 PA 271 
Begin/ End Date 07-14 to 07-24 
MUS Q! 615 Q!. 
MTWR 0830- 1230 PA 271 
Begin/ End Dat.e 07-14 to 07-24 
MUS Q! 616 Q!. 
MTWR 0830-1230 PA 271 
eegin/End Date 07-14 to 0 7 - 24 
Mus Medieval /Renaiss 
Echols C 
Mus Baroque Period 
Echols C 
Mus Classical Period 
Echols C 
Mus 19th Century 
Echols C 
Mus 20th Century 
Echols C 
Mus of United States 
Echo ls C 
MUSIC EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
MUSE ll 428 .Q1 I~tro to Orff-Schulw 
MTWRF 0830 - 1230 PA 113 Smale M 
Begin/ End Date 06 - 22 t.o 07-03 Antis 8 
Class meets Sunday , 6/22 " 6/29 , 6pm-9pm . 
MUSE _ll 528 Q.!. 
MTWRF 0830-1230 PA 113 
Intro to Orff-Schulw 
Smale M 
Begin/ End Date 06 -22 to 07-03 .Antis 8 
Class meets Sunday , 6 / 22 , 6/29, 6pm-9pm . 
MUSIC MUSICIANSHIP/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
MUSH .il !2.! Q.!. Topics in Orff - Schul 
MTWRF 1330 -16 30 PA lll Antis 8 
Begin/End Date 06-23 to 07 - 03 Burnec.t. B 
MUSM E_ 571 .Q.! 
MTWRF 1330 - 1630 PA 113 
Topics in Orff-Schul 
Anit.s B 






MUSIC MUSICIANSHIP/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MUSH• _!l 471 .Ql 
MTWRF 0830 - 123 0 PA 2S0 
Begin / End Date 07 •28 to 08-01 
MUSM• il ill .Ql 
Kl"WRF 0830-1230 PA 250 
Begin/End Date 07-28 to 08-01 
COURSE TITLE 
Computer Mus Not.atio 
Mille r S 
Computer Mus Notatio 
Mi ller S 
PHILOSOPHY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
PHIL !! 12 0 Q.!. 
MTWR 1345- 154 0 BH 101 
PHIL _!! 160 Q.!. 
mwR 0935-1130 BH 101 
PHIL !! 160 .Ql 
MI'WR 0935-1130 BH 103 
PHIL !! 160 .Q1 




Intro t.o Philosophy 
Bahde J 
Intro t o Philosophy 
Swank C 
Intro t.o Philosophy 
Swank C 
PHILOSOPHY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
PHIL .il 103 Ql 
MTWR 0935-113 0 BH 101 
PHIL .!! 122 Q.!. 




Intro to Ethics 
CUrnutt J 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
PE _ll 115 Q.!. 
MTWR 0 835 -093 0 KAH EB 
Grading Options : Either 
PE .ll 115 .Ql 
MTWR 0 830-0925 HAH OS 
Gr.ading Opt.ions : Ei ther 
PE .ll 120 .Ql 
Mr,l'R 0730- 082S HAH 24 l 
Grading Options: Either 
PE ll 126 Q.!. 
MIWR 0730-0825 HAH CS 
Grading Options : Either 
PE .ll !.!.Q 
pffi,fR 0830-0935 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro to Soccer 
Lamie Miche::.le 














Eit.her Sex Restric t.ion : Fem&le 
PE ll ill 
MTWR 0 93S-1030 
Self Defense for worn 
Hanafy Ear leen 
Grading Options: 
HAH SHG 
Either Sex Restriction : Female 
PE .ll 160 il 
MN 1345-1540 HAH EB 
SU-Reg Grading Options: 
PE 
TR 
ll ill !!! 
0935• 1025 AMC 
Grading Opt.ions : Either 
PE .ll 230 .Ql 
MI'WR 0830-0925 HAH TC 
Grading Options: Either 
PE 
M 
ll 211 .Q1 
1900-2100 HAH 243 
1900-2100 EH POOL 
Grading Options : Either 




Special Fees : 16 . oo 
Tennis 
Thompson Karen 
Skin • Scuba Diving 
Spychalil Mark 
Special Fees : 55 . 00 
PADI Course Inst.ruction for PADI Certification. 
PE 
M 
.ll ill ~ 
1900- 21 00 HA.ff 243 
19 00· 2100 EH POOL 
Grading Opt.ion.s : £it.her 
Skin • Scuba Diving 
Spychaila Mark 
Speeia l Fees : 55. oo 




ll 211 Bl 
1900- 2100 HAH 243 
1900- 21 00 EH POOL 
Grading Options : Either 
Skin • Scuba Di V ing 
Spychala Mark 
Special Fees : 5S. oo 
PADI Course Instruction for PADI Certification . 
PE 
TR 
ll 215 .Q.!. 
1140-1335 HAH :E:B 
Golf 
Oxt.on John 
Grading Options: Either Special Fees: 30. 00 
Equipment. available if needed . 
PE ll 21s Ql 
MW 1140-1335 KAH EB 
Grading Options : Either 
Equ ipment available if needed. 
PE ll 215 ~ 
Golf 
Oxton J'ohn 




MW 1345·1S40 KAH EB 
Grading Options : Either 
Equipment ava ilable if needed . 
Special Fees : 30 .00 
PE ll ill Q.!. 
1800 -22 00 HAH S3 0S 
0 800·2200 
Basketba ll Off Clin 
Spanier Michael 
Class also meets Sunda.y, 8am-10pm. 
Begin/End Date 06-13 to 06 - 15 
PE ll s30 Ql Ba.sketball Off Clin 
1800-2200 HAH S3 0S Spanier Michael 
080 0 -2200 
Class al so meets Sunday, Bam•lOpm . 
Beg in/End Date 06- 13 to 06·15 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NER CLS SECT 
PE .ll 120 .Ql 
MTWR 1130-1225 HAH 2<2 
Grading Opt ion'9: Either 
PE ll ill Q.!. 
MTWR 0815 - 0 92S HAH 2.<il 







DEPT NBR ClS SECT 
PE ,ll 228 
MTWR 0935-1025 
Grading Options: 









PE ll ill Ql 









Begin/End Date 07-14 to 07-24 Grading Options , Either 
PE ,ll 232 .Q! 
MTWR 0 935 - 1025 HAH EB 
Grading Options: Either 
PE ll 271 
M 1900-2055 
M 2100 -2250 
Grading Options: 















HAH 2 43 
RAH POOL 
Grading Options, Either 
Badmint.on 
Thompson Karen 
Special Fees: 10. 00 
Skin + Scuba Diving 
Westerberg Owen 
Special Fees: 55. 00 
Skin ,. Scuba Diving 
Westerberg Owen 
Special Fees: 55. 00 
Skin + Scuba Diving 
Westerberg Owen 
Special Fees: SS. 00 
PE ll 392 .Q! Elem School Phys Ed 
MTWR 1035 -112 5 HAH S305 Collins Ray 
PE• ,ll ill .Q.! Mov Opp/ Tch Excep II 
MT l300 - l 700 HAE: S306 Nearing Ruth 
,ll 563 Ql Mov Opp/Tch Excep I I 
MT 1300-1700 HAH S306 Nearing Ruth 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
SPORT SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
PESS §.1 ~ Q! Stnd 1st Aid/Safety 
MTWR 1300 - 1645 HAH 243 Hanafy Earleen 
Begin/End Date 06-09 c.o 06-20 Special Fees; 5.00 
PESS §.2 248 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 RAH 109 
Special Fees , 10 . oo 
Anatomy 
Lamie M 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
SPORT SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
PESS §.2 206 .Ql 
MTWR 1035- 1155 RAH 243 
Special Fees ; 5. 00 
PHYSICS/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR C'".i..S SECT 
PKYS !! lQl Q! 
MTWR 0935-1130 BH 3 02 
Special Fees, 5. 00 
PHYS• !! 231 Q! 
MI'WR 0 935-1130 MS 124 
Special Fees, 5. oo 
PHYS• !§. 233 Q! 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 103 





Concept in Physics 
Jerde D 
Lab Arranged 
General Physics I 
Dalton B 
Lab Arranged 




DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
PKYS" ~ ill .Ql 
MTWR 1140-1310 MS 124 
Special Fees, 5. 00 
COURSE TITLE 
General Physics II 
Eckroth C 
Lab .\rranged 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
POL• ~ lli Q! 
Pennission Required 
Grading Options, SU-Reg 
COURSE TITLE 
Govt Internship 
Bodelson Pat r icia 
Hours Arranged 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/ FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
POL~!l.!.Q! Intro to Amer Govt 
MTWR 0730 -0925 SH 323 Frank Steve 
POL• ~ ill 91. State + Local Govt 
MTWR 1140-133S SH 323 Williamson Homer 
POL• !.2- ill Q.! The Presidency 
MIWR 09 35 -11 30 SH 323 Xilkelly John 
POL• ~ 452 Q.! U N • Regional Organ 
MTWR 114 0- 1450 SH 202 Gold-Biss Michael 
Beg in/End Date 06-09 to 06-26 
POL• ~ 511 Q! The Presidency 
MTWR 0935-113 0 SH 323 Kilkelly John 
POL• ~ ill .Q.! U N • Regional Organ 
MTWR 114 0- 1450 SH 202 Gold-Biss Micha.el 
Begin/End Date 06-09 to 06-26 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
POL ~ 101 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 323 
POL • ~ ill Q! 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 323 
COURSE TITLE 
Pol Ideas • Institut 
Staff 
Metro Area Govt 
Wagne r Steven 
PSYCHOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
PSY _ll 215 Q.! 
p.n'WR 1345 - 1S40 SH 11-4 
PSY • .z& ill .Q.! 
l'fI'W"R 0730-0925 SH 106 
Permission Requ ired 
COURSE TITLE 
Hutr.an Learn + Memory 
Valdes L 











SCSU Summer Sessions '97 



















PSY• 1! ill .Q.l 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 106 
PS'l .7! ill_ .Q.l 






Indust r ial Psy 
Kukuk W 
Resdesign + Method 
Kukuk W 
Psych of Aging+Dying 
Devoe M 
PSYCHOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
PSY 2! ill .Q.l 
MTWR 134 5-1540 SH 108 
PS'l _ll 229 Q! 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 114 
PSY• 1,! 273 Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 106 
PSY 2! 275 Q.! 
MTWR 114 0-1335 SH 106 
Grading Options: SU-Req 








Psychology of Women 
Jazwinski C 
Psy + Modern Life 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 108 Mertens G 
PSY 1§. 430 .Ql Psych of Creativity 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 304 Rockenstein z 
PSY 1! 4 92 Q.! Psy Disorders 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 114 Anderson D 
PSY ,Z& 530 Q.! Psych of Creativity 
MTWR 1140 - 1335 SH 304 Rockenstein Z 
PSY 1,! 592 Q.! Psy Disorders 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 114 Anderson D 
READING/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR Ct.S SECT COURSE TITLE 
RONG §. l!.Q .Q.l Rdng and Study Skill 
MTWR 0935- 1105 SH 1 04 Oliver S 
Beg in/End Date 06-09 to 07-03 
RDNG ~ 120 .Q.l Reading Rate Improve 




Pegin/End Date 06-09 to 07 - 03 Grading Options: Either 
RECREATION/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 






SOCIAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SSCI .2,2 !Q! Q.! 
M'IWR 0730-0925 SH 110 
SSCI ll 104 E 
MTWR 0935- 1130 SH 110 
SSCI ll .!£! £1 
MW 1345 - 1710 SH 110 
SSCI ll 20 4 Q! 
MTWR 1140·1335 SH llO 
SSCI ll B..Q .Q.! 
TR 1430- 1710 SH 110 
COURSE TITLE 
General Social Sci 
Tripp L 
Gener al Social Sci 
Tripp L 
General Social Sci 
Hornibrook J 
Cont Int' 1 Relations 
Haniff G M 
Elements of Soc Sci 
Welter M 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SSC] ,ll 104 .Qi 
MTWR 1140- 1335 SH llO 
SSCl ll ill fil. 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 11 0 
COURSE TITLE 
General Social Sci 
Sc.ensland A 
Death and Dying 
Stensland A 
SOCIAL WORK/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SW• ll 360 .Q.l 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 207 
sw• ll !!!.Q.l 
Permission Required 
Grading Options; SU-Req 
sw• ll ill Q£ 
Permission Required 
Grading Options; SU-Reg 
COURSE TITLE 









DEPT NBR CLS SECT 







DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
soc il ill .Q.l 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 220 
soc _il 302 .Ql 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 214 
soc il 303 .Q.l 
MTW R 0730-0925 SH 306 
soc il ~ .Q.l 
M'IWR 0935-113 0 SH 306 
Special Fe es : 10.00 
soc ~ ill .Q.l 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 214 
COURSE TITLE 
Principles of Soc 
Mehdi A 



































MTWR 0935·1130 SH 214 
soc !! 3a, Bl 
MTWR. 0730-0925 SH 214 
COURSE TITLE 
Principles of Soc 
D.avis L 




Wea lc.h/Power in Arner 
Davis L 
SPANISH/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SPAN 1! ill .Q.! 
MTWR. 0935-1130 SH 126 
COURSE TITLE 
Elem Spanish I 
Roman-Morales B 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
SPED ll fil ,Q1 Math Meth Spec Stu 
MTW 0 900-18 00 EB A23S Kellett J 
Begin/ End Date 06-30 to 07-09 
SPED ll ill il 
MTWR 0800 - 1700 EB AlU 
Begin/End Date 06-09 to 06-17 
Main Sci / Soc St SPED 
Stat! 
SPED !! 418 ,Ql Ma.in.st Rdg/ Lang SPED 
MTWR 0800-1700 EB A235 Salk J 
Begin/ End Date 06·09 to 06-17 
SPED !! S11 Q.! Applied SPED Found 
HTWR 08 00 · 15 00 EB All9 Salk J 
Begin/End Date 06-30 to 07-09 
SPED .2.§. 513 .Ql Math Meth Spec Stu 
Mnf 0900-l800 EB A235 Kellett J 
Begin/End Date 06· 3 0 to 07- 09 
SPED !! 514 Q.! Main Sci / Soc St SPED 
MTWR 0800-l700 EB All9 StaH 
Beg i n / End Date 06-09 t o 06-17 
SPED !! 518 Q.! Mainst Rdg/Lang SPED 
M'IWR 0800-1700 EB A.235 Sdk J 
Begin/ End Date 06 · 06 to 06-17 
SPED ll 519 Q.! Rdg /Lang for Spec St 
MTWR 0900-1600 EB A.235 Kellett J 
Begin/ End Date 06 -18 to 06-26 
SPED !§, 531 .Ql Car +Voc Spec Nas Stu 
MTWR 08 00-1500 EB Al l 9 Staff 
Begin/ End Date 06-18 to 06-26 
SPED ll ill .Q.1 Issue + Concept Ldi 
Permission Required Markell M 
Hours Arranged 
SPED 2§. 649 Q.! Pnct Mild/Mod K-12 
Permission Required Staff 
Gradi ng Options : SU-Reg Hou rs Arranged 
SPED !! 670 .Q.1 Pract E/ Bd, I-III 
Permission Required Noll M B 
Grading Options: SU-Reg Hours Arranged 
SPED ll 670 ~ Pract E/Bo, I-III 
Permission Required Staff 
Grading Options: SU-Reg Hour s Arranged 
SPED ll 680 .Ql Practicum Ld I 
Permission Required Markell M 
Grading Options: SU-Req Hours Arranged 
SPED 96 680 02 Practicum Lei I 
Permi ssTc;n Required - Gadberry E 
Grading Options: SU- Reg Hours Arranged 
SPED ll 690 .Q.1 Sem: Story • Qlty Sc 
MTWRF 0800-1630 EB 8207 Well ik J 
Begin/End Date 06-23 to 06-30 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SPED !! 403 ,ll 
WR 0800-11 45 EB 8206 
SPED .2.§. lli .ll 
MT 1300-1645 EB B214 
Permission Required 
SPED !! 415 .Ql 
MI' 1300·1645 EB A235 
SPED ll 41 6 .Q.l 
WR 0800·11 45 EB A235 
Speci al Fees : 25. 0 0 
SPED ll 41 7 Q! 
MT 0800-11 45 EB A.235 
SPED ll 436 Q.! 
WR 1300-1645 EB A.235 
Permission Required 
S PED 2§. 503 .£!. 
WR 0800-11 4 5 EB 8206 
SPED ll 505 Q.! 
MT 1300-1645 EB B214 
SPED 2§. 515 .Q.l 
MT 1300-164 5 EB A.235 
SPED ll 516 .Ql 
WR 0800-1145 EB A.235 





ll ill .Q.! 
0800-1145 EB A235 
ll ill .ll 
1300-1645 EB A235 








Medical Perspec Clrm 
Kellett J 
Assessment for SPED 
Staff 
E1110t/Behav Disor Stu 
Ayers F 
Communic • Consult 
Johnson R 




fl!.ed ical Perspec Cl rm 
Kellett J 
Assessment for SPED 
Staff 
Emot/Behav Disor Stu 
Ayers F 
Communic .. Consult 
Johnson R 








DEPT NBII ClS SECT 
SPED ll 6'11 .Q..! 
Permission Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
SPED 2.§. 671 Ql 
Permission Required 
Grad ing Options: SO-Req 
SPED 2! lli Bl 
Permission Required 
Grading Options : SU-Reg 
SPED 1f 681 ~ 
Permission Required 
Grading Options: su-Req 
COURSE TITLE 
Pract E/ Bd , Iv-Vi 
Noll M B 
Hours Arranged 
Pract E/ Bd, Iv-Vi 
Noll M B 
Hours Arranged 
Practicum Ld II 
Staff 
Hours Arranged 
Practicum Ld II 
Gadberry E 
Hours Arranged 
SPED !! 681 .Ql Pract icum Lei II 
Permission Required Staff 
Grading Options: SU-Reg Hours Arranged 
SPED .2,! 691 .Q.! Sem :Sexuality/Disabi 
MTWR 0900-1600 EB A229 Markell M 
B~in/ End Date 08-04 to 08-12 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SPC ll 161 Q1 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 102 
SPC !! ill il 







SPC ll 161 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 115 
SPC ll ill ~ 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 101 
SPC !! 22 0 Q1 
MTWR 1345-1540 MS 115 
SPC !! ill ~ 
M'nfR 0935-1130 MS 102 
SPC !.! 225 Q1 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 114 
SPC !,! 226 Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 107 
SPC !! E.§. Bl 
MTWR 1345-1540 MS 102 
SPC !! ill .Ql 
MTWR 1140 -1335 MS 115 
SPC !! 325 .Ql 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 11◄ 
SPC ll 326 .Q1 
HTWR 0730-0 925 MS 115 
COURSE TITL.E 
Intro to Speech Comm 
Warne D 
Intro to Speech Cotm1 
Welch S 
Intro to Speech Comm 
Spry T 
Intro to Speech Comm 
Eyo B 
Intro to Speech COIT'III 










Stangl - Erkens s 
Argument + Advocacy 
Bra rrtner L 
Small Group Conwn 
Hess J 




SPC• !! lli .Ql 
Permission Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Spc Comm Internship VR 
Ross R 
Hour s Arranged 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SPC !! 161 .Q§_ 
M'IWR 0730-0925 MS 115 
SPC !! 161 .Q.2 
M'IWR 1140-1]]5 MS 114 
SPC !! ill Q! 
M'IWR 09]5-ll]O MS 102 
SPC !! ill .Ql 
M'IWR 0935-1130 MS 114 
SPC !! 31 0 .Ql 
M'IWR 1140-1335 MS 102 
SPC• !! 42 0 .Ql 
M'IWR 1140-1]] 5 MS 115 
SPC.. !! 43 0 .Ql 
M'IWR 1345-1540 MS 102 
SPC• !! ill ll 
Pe rmission Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
SPC• !! 52 0 .Ql 
MTWR 114 0 -1]]5 MS 115 
SPC• !! 530 .Ql 
M'IWR 1345-1540 MS 1 02 
COURSE TITL.E 
Intro to Speech CO!ffll 
Grachek A 
Intro to Speech COffl!'I 
Hyde B 




Com, and Conflict 
Secklin P 
Theor of Persuas i on 
Grachek A 
Mod Theories of Conm 
Secklin P 
HRS 
Spc Conwn Internship VR 
Ross R 
Hours Arranged 
Theor of Persuasion 
Grachek A 
Mod Theories of Cotm1 
Seck1in P 
SCSU Summer Sessions '97 
SPORT SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
SS ~ 251 .Q1 Coaching Buketb&ll 
M'IWR 0730-0850 HAH S305 Ulferts Lori 
Permission Re<tuired 
ss il ill 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 
il Coaching Practicum 
Oxton John 
SS _il 456 Q! Adm Intersch Athleti 
MTWR 114 0- 13 00 HAH S305 Ulferts Lori 
ss ~ lli .Q.! Psychology of Sport 
Kl'WR 0935-1055 HAH S306 Waxlax B 
SS il lli .Q1 Adm Interach Athleti 
MlWR 114 0 -1300 HAH S305 Ul!erts Lori 
ss il lli .Q1 Psychology of Sport 
MTWR 0 9]5 - 1055 HAM S306 Waxlax B 
ss il w_ .Q.! Admin of Sport Mgmt 
MTWR 1140-l]OO HAH S308 Waxlax R 
SPORT SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ss• il 304 .Q1. 
MTWR 1300-1700 HAH S305 
COURSE TITLE 
Care + Prev Athl Inj 
Zezoney Frank 
Begi n/End Date 01-14 to 01-24 Special Feea : 10 .00 
ss il 405 .Ql 
MTWR 0800-1200 HAH S306 
Begin/End Date 01-14 to 01-24 
Adv Techn Athl Tmg 
Zezoney Frank 
STATISTICS/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
STAT Q ill .Ql 
MTWR 1140-1335 ECC 120 
Special Fees: 20 . 00 
STAT Q 229 .Ql 
MTWR 0935-1110 ECC 12 0 
Special Fell!S: 20. 00 
STAT Q fil 01 
MTWR 0130-0925 Ect: 120 
Special Fees : 20. 00 
STAT Q 52 9 .Ql 
MTWR 07]0-0925 ECC 120 
Special Fees : 20. oo 
COURSE TITLE 
Uses of Stat in Soci 
Johnson Jafl"oes w 
Applied Stati:atics I 
Lawal H Bayo 
Stat " Prob for Tchr 
Johnaon James W 
Stat '- Prob for Tchr 
Johnson James w 
STATISTICS/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
STAT il 129 Qa 
MTNR 0935 - 11]0 ECC 118 
Special Fees : 20 .00 
STAT g 229 Qa 
MTNR 0935 - 1130 ECC 120 
Spec i al Fees : 20 . 00 
STUDENT TEACHING 
COURSE TITLE 
Uses of St.at in Soci 
Rob i nson Davi d 
Applied Statistics I 
Sundheim Richard 
ED - By perrni•s ion only . Refer to information sent 
from Teacher Development office, before inputting 
your request on touchtone registration . 
TECHNOLOGY/PULL TERM 
DEPT NBR Ct.S SECT 
TECH ~ _lli .Q.! 
Pll!rmission Required 






DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
TECH il 201 .Q.! 
M1WR 0935-1130 HH 214 
TECH ll ill .Q..! 
MnfR 0130-0925 HH 227A 
Spec i al Fees : 5. 00 
TECH ll ill ll 
Pennission Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
TECH• ~ 565 fil. 
M 0930-1730 HH 23 0 
'IWRF 0930-1130 HH 217 
Begin/End Date 06-09 to 06-18 
COURSE TITLE 

















THEATRE AND FILM STUDIES 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
TI-IFS !l ill .Q..! Acting for Everyone 
MTNR 0935-1130 PA AR.ENA Wentworth Brenda 
THFS !l 260 .Q..! Understanding Movies 
MTWR 1140-13]5 PA 221 Ch i sholm Bradley 
ntFS !!. 364 .Q.! Brit ish Cinema 
MTWR 09]5-1130 PA 221 Chisholm Br ad 
THFS ,!! ill .Ql 
Permission Requ i red 
Hours Arranged 




Vorder Bruegge A 
Theatre Internship 
Sandberg Patricia 
THEATRE AND FILM STUDIES 
/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
THFS !! !!! ~ 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 
THFS !1 ill ,2! 
Permi ssion Required 
Hours Arranged 
URBAN AFFAIRS 
See LOCAL AND URBAN AFFAIRS 
COURSE TITLE 
Theatre Internship 
vorder Bruegge A 
Theatre Internship 
Sandberg Patricia 
WOMENS STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 





Samue l Pat 
See also : HURL 201, 402 / 502 , 491 
WOMENS STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
NS_!! ill.Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 102 
NS .2,! 305 .Q.! 
MTWR 1140-1]]5 EB A.22 0 




Intro Womens Studies 
Roc:kenstein z.oa 












Policy on the Use of 
Drugs and Alcohol 
St. Cloud State University. 
I. Introduction 
St. Cloud State University recognizes that the 
unlawful possession, use or distribution of alcohol 
and other drugs is a significant social problem 
with a potential for causing severe effects to 
SCSU's work force and student population. SCSU 
recognizes that drug dependency may be an ill-
ness. Consistent with this understanding, however. 
SCSU has an obligation to ensure that its employ-
ees perform their jobs efficiently, safely. and in a 
professional business-like manner. Additionally, 
SCSU has an obligation to ensure that its students 
maximize their educational opportunities in an 
open, supportive environment. 
The purpose of this document is to set forth 
SCSU's. policy regarding alcohol and other drug 
use by its students and employees. It is a compila-
tion of excerpts from the Policy On Alcohol and 
Other Drug Use By State Employees, Alcoholic 
Beverages and Drug Policies as outlined in the 
Student Handbook, the Residence Hall Policies 
and the NCAA Regulations. 
II. Scope of Coverage 
This policy is applicable to all students and 
employees of SCSU. Questions regarding the poli-
cy should be addressed to the Associate Dean of 
Students, the Director of Personnel, or the Special 
Assistant to the President. 
Ill. Effects of Alcohol 
Alcohol consumption causes a number of marked 
changes in _behavior. Even low doses significantly 
impair the Judgement and coordination required 
to dnve a car safely, increasing the likelihood that 
the driver will be involved in an accident. Low to 
moderate doses of alcohol also increase the inci-
dence of a variety of aggressive acts, including 
spouse and child abuse. Moderate to high doses 
of alcohol cause marked impairments in higher 
mental functions, severely altering a person's abili-
ty to learn and remember information. Very high 
doses cause respiratory depression and death. If 
combined with other depressants of the central 
nervous system, much lower doses of alcohol will 
produce the effects just described. 
Repeated use of alcohol can lead to depen-
dence. Sudden cessation of alcohol intake is likely 
to produce withdrawal symptoms, including 
severe anxiety, tremors, hallucination, and convul-
sions. Alcohol withdrawal can be life threatening. 
Long-term consumption of large quantities of 
alcohol, particularly when combined with poor 
nutrition can also lead to permanent damage to 
vital organs such as the brain and liver. 
Mothers who drink alcohol during pregnancy 
may give birth to infants with fetal alcohol syn-
drome.These infants have irreversible physical 
abnormalltles and mental retardation. In addition, 
research indicates that children of alcoholic par-
ents are at greater risk than other youngsters of 
becoming alcoholics. 
IV. Prohibitions and Reporting Duties 
While persons who are at least 21 years old may 
possess or consume alcoholic beverages in a legal 
manner away from campus, no person may pos-
sess or consume alcohol on State property other 
than on those special occasions when a non-profit 
group may obtain and use a special license and 
permit. A person or organization is prohibited 
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from accepting donations or charging for alcoholic 
beverages served off-campus without the 
required liquor license. No person on a city 
street, sidewalk or parking area shall consume, dis-
pense or possess uncapped containers of any 
alcoholic beverage including 3.2. beer. Off-campus 
purchase of a keg requires a city permit property 
owner's permission for a permit and is limited to 
one keg per residence. Violation of any of these 
prohibitions and requirements is a misdemeanor. 
No employee shall report to work under the 
influence of alcohol, marijuana, controlled sub-
stances, or other drugs which affect her/his alert-
ness, coordination, reaction, response, judgment 
decision-making or safety. No employee shall 
operate, use or drive any equipment, machinery 
or vehicle of the State while under the influence 
of alcohol, marijuana, controlled substances, or 
other mood-altering drugs. Such employee is 
under an affirmative duty to immediately notify 
her/his supervisor that he/she is not in appropri-
ate mental or physical condition to operate, use 
or drive State equipment. No employee shall 
unlawfully manufacture, distribute, dispense, pos-
sess, transfer or use a controlled substance in the 
workplace or wherever the State's work is being 
performed. During work hours or while on the 
State's premises, no employee shall use, sell, pos-
sess or transfer alcoholic beverages, with the fol-
lowing exceptions: 
(I) consumption, possession, sale or purchase of 
alcohol when authorized by a Commissioner 
under separate statutory or executive agency 
authonty; 
(2) possession of alcohol while being 
transported in a State vehicle in compliance 
with applicable statutory requirements; 
(3) possession of alcohol while in an employee's 
personal vehicle on the State's premises in 
compliance with applicable statutory 
requirements. 
Additionally. employees shall not participate in 
these activities during rest breaks or during over-
time work. Engaging in off-duty sale, purchase, 
transfer. use or possession of illegal drugs or con-
trolled substances may have a negative effect on 
an employee's ability to perform her/his work for 
the State. In such circumstances, the employee is 
subject to discipline. When an employee is taking 
medically authorized drugs or other substances 
which may alter job performance,• the employee 
is under an affirmative duty to notify the appro-
priate supervisor of her/his temporary inability to 
perform the job duties of the position. Employees 
are discouraged from consuming alcoholic bever-
ages during lunch or dinner meals when returning 
immediately thereafter to perform work on 
behalf of the State. Employees are advised that in 
any situation subsequent to the intake of alcohol 
where the employee must continue conducting 
the State's business, any employee whose condi-
tion or behavior adversely affects her/his work 
performance shall be subject to possible disci-
pline, up to an including discharge. 
•defined as changed behavior which may limit an 
employee's ability to safely and efficiently perform the 
job duties, or poses a threat to the safety of the 
employee or others 
V. Consequences of Violation 
Violations of this policy may constitute just cause 
for discipline. The University may confiscate or 
turn over to the civil authorities any alcohol, other 
drugs, drug paraphernalia. or any information 
regarding violation of this policy. 
Employees who violate this policy are subject to 
discipline including but not limited to oral repri-
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mands, written reprimands, suspension and termina-
tion. Employees involved in the performance of a 
federal contract who are convicted under a criminal 
drug statute for a violation occurring in the work-
place must notify SCSU within five days of the con-
viction and, in addition to being disciplined, will be 
reciu1red to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse 
assistance or rehabilitation program. Students who 
violate this _policy are subject to discipline including 
but not I mted to community service, residence hall 
probation, removal from residence halls. warning 
probation, suspension and expulsion. Student ath-
letes who violate this policy are also subject to 
being declared ineligible for play for the remainder 
of the season or for the rest of their SCSU academ-
ic career.Where appropriate, SCSU also may notify 
the appropriate licensing board orfederal granting 
agency. Each situation will be evaluated on a case-
by-case basis depending upon the severity and cir-
cumstances involved.The following information 
explains state and federal laws and penalties which 
c1v1I authont1es may impose: 
Federal Penalties and Sanctions for 
Illegal Possession of a Controlled 
Substance 
21 U.S.C. 844(a) 
First conviction: Up to one year imprisonment 
and fined at least $1,000 but not more than 
$ I 00,000 or both. 
. After one prior drug conviction: at least 15 days 
1n pnson, not to exceed 2 years and fined at least 
$2.500 but not more than $250,000 or both. 
After 2 or more prior drug convictions: At 
least 90 days in prison, not to exceed 3 years and 
fined at least $5,000 but not more than $250,000, 
or both. 
Special sentencing provisions for possession of 
crack cocaine: Mandatory at least five years in 
prison, not to exceed 20 years and fined up to 
$250,000 or both, if: 
(a) First conviction and the amount of crack 
possessed exceeds five grams. 
(b) Second crack conviction and the amount of 
crack possessed exceeds three grams. 
( c) Third or subsequent crack conviction and the 
amount of crack possessed exceeds one gram. 
21 U.S.C. 853(a)(2) and 881 (a)(7) 
Forfeiture of personal and real property used to 
possess or to facilitate possession of a controlled 
substance if that offense is punishable by more 
than one year imprisonment. (See special sen-
tencing provisions re: crack.) 
21 U.S.C.881(a)(4) 
Forfeiture of vehicles, boats, aircraft or any other· 
conveyance used to transport or conceal a con-
trolled substance. 
21 U.S.C. 844a 
Civil fine of up to $10,000 (pending adoption of 
final regulations). 
21 U.S.C. 853(a) 
Denial of Federal benefits, such as student loans, 
grants contracts, and professional and commercial 
licenses up to one year for first offense, up to five 
years for second and subsequent offenses. 
18 u.s.c. 922(g) 
Ineligible to receive or purchase a firearm. 
Miscellaneous 
Revocation of certain Federal licenses and bene-
fits, e.g. pilot licenses, public housing tenancy, etc. 
are vested within the authorities of individual Fed-
eral agencies. 
(Also see chart on following page.) 
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Federal Trafficking Penalties 
CSA Penalty Drug Quantity 
First Offense Second Offense 
Not 1888 llan 5 years. Not more Not less than 10 yeaJ1. METHAMPHETAMINE 10-99 gn or 100-999 gm mixture 
l1an 40 years. Not more than llfo. 
HEROIN 100-999 om mixture 
~~~~ - ,tnr.:f gm IIU.IUl8 
tt deal> or seriola lri'"Y nol leN than II death or serious iriury, nol COCAINE BASE 5-49 gn mixture 
20 years. Not more llan lile. more than life. 
Fine d no1 more llan $2 milion Fine o1 not more than PCP 10-99 c,n or 100-999 am minJnl 
-.SSmililnollerthan $4 milion ildMdual, .,., l · 1u 1.a1111iuna8 
I -.al. S10 milion other than •CN•-" --ammbclUre 
and -.1. FENTANYL &Na• rv::ue 10-99 c,n mixtul8 
II Not leN l1an 1 o years. Not more Not less than 20 YeaJI, METHAMPHETAMINE 100 om or 1 ktl' or more min.re 
llan lile. not more than life. 1ka or more mm1•e 
~~~· 5 kg or more mixtu,. 
tt deal> or seriola lriury, nol less than II deeth or serious iljury, nol COCAINE BASE so ~ CW' more mtxture 
20 years. Not mono llan life. less lhan We. 
Fine d not more than $4 milion Fine of oot more lhan PCP tOOgmor 1110180< 1 kQormorell'Oldln 
-.al, S10 mlion oiler lhan S9 million ildMdual, "' 10 cm or more mudure -..i. $20 mlion other than lndvilual. CCNO-H 4W gm cw more m0t1Ure 
FENTANYL ANALOGUE 100 gm or more mbclure 
Drug Quonllly -- --°""'"' Arr/ Not more lhan 20 years. If death or seriola iljury, nol less 1han 20 YeaJI . Not more lhan 30 years. II death or serious iriury, lie. "°' more aliln na. rine $1 .... _ , •-•-•• ~ m..,. "°' .. _ .. ___ rl\8 $2 rTHKJt1 IJUIYUNU, $10 n-,i1 nol ■lUMUUIII . 
IU M Arr/ Not more llan 5 years. Fine not more than $250,000 ildMdual, Not more 1han 10 veara. Fine no1 more than $500,000 
'1 maon no1,-. ■ uvui,,cu. :J.!' 11-...1 f'I01 ■ _,,-a&1&1. 
IV M Arr/ Not more 1han 3 years. Fone oot more than $250,000 ildMdual, Not more than 6 yeara. Fine not more than $500,000 .. ···-· ·---·-· -----, ~ 11-..., no1 . ........... , . 
V M Arr/ Not more 1han 1 yea,. FWIO not more than St00,000 lndvldual, $250,000 Not more than 2 years. Fine nol more 1han $200,000 
'law as orignally enacted states 100 gm. Congress requested to make technical correction to 1 kg. 
'Does not i1clude marijuana, hashish, or hash oil. (See separate chart). 
Federal Trafficking Penalties-Marijuana As of November 18, 1988 
Quantity Dnc:rlptlon First Offen• Second Ollenu 
MARIJUANA Not less than 10 years, not more than lie. If death or Not less than 20 years, not more 1han lie. H death or 
1,000 kg or more; or Modufe oontaining serious iriury, not lesa 1han 20 years, not more than life. serious lriury, not less than life. Fine not more than 
1,000 or more plants de1eelable quantity" Fine not more 1han $4 mllion lndvldual, S10 milion othe< S9 milion in<ividual, $20 milion other than lndvldual. 
1han ildMdual. 
MARIJUANA Not less than 5 yeara, not more than 40 yeara. tt deeth Not less than 1 o years, not more 1han life. tt death or 
100 kg ID 1,000 kg; 
- oontaining 
or serious iriury, nol leN than 20 yeara, not more lhan serious lrjury, not less than life. Fone not more than 
or 100-999 plants de1eelable quantity" life. F"1e not more than $2 milion irdYidual, $5 milion $4 million lndvldual, $10 mllion other than lndvldual. 
other than ndMdual. 
501D 100kgor MARIJUANA Not more than 20 years. H death or serloul lriU,Y, not Not more than 30 years. N deeth or serious iriury, lie. 
50-99 ptanlll leN than 20 years, not more than life. 
10-100 kQ HASHISH Fn $1 mllion individual, $5 milion OCher lhan Fine $2 mi1ion individual, S10 milion othe< than 
11D100kg """"'SHOil. irdYidual. lndrMJal. 
Leea than 50 ko MARIJUANA Not more than 5 years. Not more than 10 years. 
Leea than 10 kg HASHISH Fine not more than $250,000 lndMdual, S1 milion other F"1e $500,000 indMooal, $2 mllion other than 
Leea than 1 kg HASHISHOIL than individual. 
"Includes Hashish and Hashish 011 
Minnesota crimes and penalties 
-Drugs 
For the SALE of IO grams crack, 50 grams/200 
doses cocaine/narcotidheroin/methampheta-
mine/hallucinogen, 50 kilos marijuana or; for the 
possession of 25 grams crack, 500 grams/500 
doses cocaine/heroin/methamphetamine/hallu-
cinogen, I 00 kilos marijuana; the penalty is 0-30 
years imprisonment, 4 year mandatory minimum 
if prior drug felony: up to $ I mi llion fine. 
For the sale of 3 grams crack, IO grams/SO doses 
cocaine/narcotidheroin/methamphetamine/hallu-
cinogen, 25 ki los marijuana, or sale of any sched-
ule I or II narcotic drug to a minor or in a school 
or park zone or; for the possession of 6 grams 
crack, 50 grams/ I 00 doses cocaine/heroin/ 
methamphetamine/hallucinogen, 50 kilos marijua-
na; the penalty is 0-25 years imprisonment, 3 year 
minimum if a prior drug felony; up to $500,000 
fine. 
For the sale of crack/cocaine/narcotidheroin 5 
kilos marijuana, or sale of any schedule I, II, or Ill 
drug (except a schedule I or II narcotic drug to a 
minor or employment of a minor to sell same) 
indMooal. 
(Marijuana Is a Schedule I Controlled Substance) 
or; for the possession of 3 grams crack, I 0 
grams/SO doses cocaine/narcotidheroin/metham-
phetamine, IO kilos marijuana, any amount of a 
schedule I or II narcotic drug in a school or park 
zone, or with intent to sell; the penalty is 0-20 
years imprisonment, two year mandatory mini-
mum if prior drug felony: up to $250,000 fine. 
For the sale of any schedule I, II, or Ill drug 
( except marijuana) or sale of any schedule IV orV 
drug to a minor or; for the possession of I 0 
doses hallucinogen, schedule I, II , or Ill (except 
marijuana with intent to sell): the penalty is 0-15 
years imprisonment, one year mandatory mini-
mum if prior drug felony: up to $ I 00,000 fine. 
For the SALE of marijuana, or any schedule IV 
drug or; for the POSSESSION of all schedule I, II, 
Il l or IV drugs except 1.5 oz. (42 .5 grams) or less 
of marijuana the penalty is 0-5 years imprison-
ment. up to $ I 0,000 fine; fine or 6 months 
mandatory minimum if prior drug felony. 
DRUG-RELATED OFFENSES also included 
failure to purchase drug tax stamps, money 
laundering and racketeering, with a potential fine 
of three times gross profits: 
For the POSSESSION of up to I .5 oz. marijuana 
the penalty is a fine up to $200 and required 
attendance at an approved drug education 
program. 
For the second conviction of above within 2 
years or fai lure to comply with sanctions above 
results in a misdemeanor-{Jrug treatment may 
be required. 
For the POSSESSION of more than 1.5 grams of 
marijuana in automobile results in a misclerreanor. 
Minnesota crimes and penalties 
-Alcohol 
It is illegal to drive, operate, or be in physical control 
of a motor vehicle while under the influence of 
alcohol and/or a controlled or hazardous sub-
stance, or with an "alcohol concentration" of 0.1 0 
or more. Motor vehicles include cars, boats, snow-
mobiles, ATVs, planes, etc. "Operate" or "in physi-
cal control" includes starting the motor, steering, 
or being in position to control a vehicle, including 
simply sitting or sleeping in a parked vehicle. 
PENALTIES: First offense (including jwenile 
convictions): misdemeanor- fine up to $700, jail 
up to 90 days, driver's license revocation of at 
least 30 days. 
Second offense within 5 years or 2 or more 
convictions within I 0 years: gross misdemeanor-
fine up to $3,000, jail up to one year, driver's 
license revocation of at least 30-90 days and pos-
sible chemical dependency treatment 
Third or more offenses: longer periods of revo-
cation. 
Anyone under 21 years consuming or 
possessing akoholic beverages with intent 
to consume, unless the person is in a parent or 
guardian's home and drinks with their permission. 
Possession anywhere other than a parent or 
guardian's home is prima facie evidence of intent 
to consume. 
PENALTY: Misdemeanor 
Selling. bartering. furnishing or giving akoholic 
beverages to a person, under 21 years old ( except 
parents in their home). 
PENALTY: Gross misdemeanor. Possible civil 
liability for damages caused by the person under 
21 while under the influence. 
Anyone under 21 years purchasing or attempt-
ing to purchase an akoholic beverage, or claiming 
to be 21 or older for the purpose of purchasing 
alcoholic beverages. 
PENALTY: Misdemeanor. Driver's license sus-
pension of 90 days if a driver's license, permit, or 
MN identification is used in making or attempting 
the purchase. 
Including a person under 21 years to purchase 
or procure alcoholic beverages or lending to or per-
mitting use of identification by a person under the 
age of 21 for the purpose of purchasing or 
attempting to purchase alcoholic beverages. 
PENALTY: Gross misdemeanor. Driver's 
license suspension of 90 days if a driver's license 
is lent 
NOTE: Penalties can change with each 
legislative session. 
VI. Assessment, Counseling and 
Referral 
Voluntary and confidential assessment, counseling 
and referral is available for students through the 
Campus Drug Program in Health Services, Hill Hall 
(255-4850) and for employees through the Mid-
west Employee Assistance Program (253-1909). 
Additional counseling for students is available 
through the Counseling Center, Stewart Hall (255-
3171 ). 
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VII. Drugs-Uses and Effects 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 
°""' CSA TradtorOlherNIIIN --NARCOTICS 
°"""' 
11,IJI, V Dcwer'•Powdllr, PIIMQDric,P~ - U,111 ~.MS-c.ndn.Fl<wr«. Fl<wr«·SR Codon 11,111, V T- wlCodaine, Eqlim w/Codaine, __, A-C FlomalwJC.ociailw - I -------- II -_,P_) II o.-d,......,,,., - II llolopl',iM,--...Mehdoee or.......- ----.T,<ox,T-
1, 11, 111,IV, V F.-..v,yt, llaM>n, Lomolil, T-
DEPRESSANTS ction,j- IV -- 11, 111 , IV Amyla , -. RoriNl, - . -. -· Tlinal,Phen:tialbtal _,.,,.... IV """"'· Oalnwe, ~ l.ibrun, xarox, s.rax, 
Valil.m, Tranxexe, VerslnWl, Veiwd, Halcion, 
Puipam, Fleolon - I -Ill Ooooen °""'- 111, IV Equw,I, Millown, Nolldar, Placidyl, Valmld STIIIUINITS 
"""'"'8' II Coke, Flake, Snow, Cnid< -- II -· """""-· Oeooxyn, ,.,,_, Obem>I .............. II p-- II -°""'- 111, IV Aape,, c-,tert, Dm,,--Plogino. 8-1cmK. TenJBte, Tepe,il, P191u-2 
HAU.UC,NOGEll8 
LSO I Acid, MJc.-
MeacalirlerdPeyole I 
Mw<c, - · Cacu 
~ Varia'u I 2,5-0MA; PMA; STP; MO-'; MOMA; TMA; DOM; 008 - II PCP, Angel o...t, Hog ~ I PCE, PCPy, TCP °""'- I ..,_,,_,OMT,DET,~ .-CAHIWIIS 
Marii,.wa I Pol, Acapulco Gad, Grau, Aaater, s.-ri11a. 
ThaiSlicks 
T~ 1, 11 THC,Marinol - I ,_ Oi I Ha,t,Qil 
llldlcel u .. ~ r-. .... Du-
Ph•-1 P,......._.,.. '"""'"' -·- fig, H;gi Y• "" -·- fig, fig, YN "" -·- - ......... Yoo "" Nore fig, H;g, Y• "" - fig, H;g, y .. "" - fig, fig, Y• "" - fig, H;gMow YN 12·24 -·-· Hig>-1.cw H;gMow Yo, v-
Hyprdc - ......... y .. &6 -·-· - H.,,.__ Y• 1-18 ~ . Ndative - ·-· Lew Lew y., ... - ·--·- fig, Hv, Yes ... Sedalive. tMYv,tir. - ......... Yo, ... __ ,... __ - ......... Yeo ... 
1.oca1...-- p..- Hv, Yes 1·2 
-dofiarcy."""""8poy, Poesil>e Hv, Y• 2-4 
-conaol 
W...,.conaol p..- Hv, Yes 2-4 
-dofiarcy.no"°"'l'IY ·- ......... Y• 2-4 W...,.conaol POOMM Hv, Yeo , .. 
Nore Nore - Yes 8-12 Nore Nore - Yeo 8-12 Na-. - lJn<nown Yeo v-Nore u- fig, Yo, Days 
Nore u- fig, YN Days 
Na-. Nore lJn<nown - v-
Na-. - ......... Yo, 2-4 
C.......-anti• u- - Y• 2-4 -Nore u,..,..,.., ......... Y• 2-4 
Nore - - y .. 2-4 
'Oesiglated a narcotic under the CSA ~ot designated a narcotic by the CSA 
VII. Drugs-Uses and Effects 
OTHER SUBSTANCES 
- CSA Olhor.- --Phyolcal Poydl. - NC - ...... ,.,,.. - mod. aet0a011, litj'lllr 
fluit,nailpolilh, -...... NC -... - """ mod. ·- -· -"""'-" - NC - - ...,.,. lcwlo """' - I"""°"""' mod. ond ...... ...., .. 
""" '°""""""" angjno - rv - lream«ltof - mod. lo - t• ).ice, -- ~ MN) """"· and rare blood ,,,,,. dilolden,may 








Duration llothod of - E ..... ol -(th.) Adm .. nlk>n Effocto ~ 8yndn>mo - ........ -· il'Nl(JMrheart- ctih, halucl· ...... _ -- NIOOOl,hMd-blurredviliai, -- ac:tal,CJWT'IF9, - -""""' - ........ -· ~per- ... _,., IIIAaxation, --- otMI'~. ......,.,_, llllocaionif~-"""""'°"""' - ........ ~ . nau&61 , ........... nee_,., vuniling. ...,..._ _...,., heart, kkhV • 
r111,, heedache. .,..,_ --- '""' ......... mood&w.,gain- - · - nude1izeH du:lirQ paranoia, ccmblned'Mltl hNl1Mdblood ....... eMfCise, acne, --· ...,,.... -- .,.,..,.,,_ loh.dlM aion,phy&ical --
U.ual 1Whod1 of 
AMlnlotrwtlon 


























This document complies with the Drug-free Schools and Communities Act. 
23 
- _,.., --- ~ s-
E..,,..,.., --- --·""'Y - -- rme. yawing, loN ........... akin,CXJrMJaionl, d_, - care,_ -·-· ~ -· - --· - ~ctilllan1 -
Siu-- --· Mxil!ly,nonria, - --· tremor8.d&Mun, dndaibeha'l'ior - ......-.., withou odor m .-drapd-. --- ccrre,ix-t--
- A(jtation, n:nlB89 _,,.,~ . .,body -d-. - --· -· -·- ....-. --- ......-... -blood_.., --ilwm"ia. ma -
lllulionl.-d Longo<, men, -haluc:inaticne, poor -...,,;p- _...nee 
pert:eplicl,dtima opoaa; 
"""'""' and-... --
E-.- Fatii,.Ja, parwDll. ~ 
rt.bilionl, --- ---· -· -"""'"''" 
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.... Academic department numbers and locations 
Accounting (ACCT) . . . ..... . ... 29 . . ... BB 210 
African Studies (AFST) . . .. . . . . ... 19 . ... SH 273 
American Studies (AMST) . . ...... 92 . ... SH 392 
Anthropology (ANTH) .. .. . . .. ... 24 . ... SH 262 
Applied Psych (APSY) ......... . . 54 ... EB A253 
An (ART) . . . . . . . 84 .. KVAC lll 
Astronomy (ASTR) .............. 39 .... MS 324 
Business Computer lnfonnation 
System (BCIS) .............. 43 ..... BB 204 
Biology (BIOL) . . . . . . ..... . .. 22 .... MS 262 
Center for Community Studies ........... SH 365 
Communication Disorders (CDIS) .. 16 .. . EB A216 
Child &: Family Studies ( CFS) . . . . . 23. . . . EB Bl 09 
Chemistry (CHEM) . . . . . .... 72 .. .. MS 358 
Criminal Justice Studies ( CJS) ..... 56 .... SH 257 
Computer Science (CSCI) .. . . .. . . 69 ... ECC 139 
Danish (DAN) ................. 49 .. . . BH 228 
East Asian Studies (EAST) .. . ..... 91 . . .. SH 365 
Economics (ECON). . . . . . . . 51 .. . . SH 276 
Education (ED) . ... .... . . .. . . . . 74 ... EB Al32 
Educational Administration (EDAD). 32 . .. EB Al31 
Electrical Engineering (EE) ........ 34 . .. ECC 211 
English (ENGL) . . ...... . .... . . . 55 ..... . R 106 
Engineering Scie!}ce (ENGR) . .. ... 81 .... MS 324 
Environmental Studies (ENV) . . .... 48 .. . . HH 216 
Eanh Sciences (ESCI) . ... 79 ..... MS 41 
English as Second Language (ESL) .. 18 .. . . .. R 106 
Finance, Insurance, Real 
Estate (FIRE) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 . . . . . BB 110 
Foreign Languages (FORL) ... .... . 36 .. . . BH 228 
French (FREN) . ............... 12 .... BH 228 
Geography (GEOG) .. . . . . . .. . ... 77 .... SH 359 
Gennan (GER) .... . ... . ........ 71 .... BH 228 
Gerontology (GERO) . .. .. .. .. . . . 93 .... SH 365 
Health and Traffic Safety (HETS) ... 38 . HAH 259-2 
History (HIST) . . . . . . . . . . 31 . . . . SH 283 
Honors (HONS) . . . . .. . . ... 61 Dept. offering 
Human Relations (HURL) .... . 
lnfonnation Media (IM) . . ... . . 
Industrial Studies (IND) . . 
International Relations (INTR) .. 
Japanese QPN) .. . . 
Course 
. . . 75 ... . EB Bll8 
. 25 .... CH 214 
15 .... HH 216 
. . . 98 .... SH 315 
10 .. . . BH 228 
Latin American Studies (LAST) ..... 97 ... SH 213B 
Local&: Urban Affairs (URB) . . .... 47 . . .. SH 365 
Mathematics (MATH) . .. . . .. . .... 11 ... ECC 139 
Master of Business 
Administration (MBA) ........ 73 ..... BB124 
Mass Communications (COMM) ... 87 . . .. SH 125 
Microcomputer Studies (MCS) .. . .. 62 ... ECC 139 
Manufacturing Engineer (MFGE) ... 59 . . . ECC 2.1 1 
Management (MGMT) ... ... ... . . 05 .. ... BB 104 
Military Science (MILS) . . .. 26 .. . . . SH 11 
Minority Studies (MINS) . . . . 53 .. .. EB Bl20 
Marketing and General 
Business (MKGB). . . . . . . 52 .. . . . BB 304 
Music (MUS) .. ... . . ........... 06 . . ... PA 238 
Music Education (MUSE) ....... . . 35 ..... PA 238 
Music Musicianship (MUSM) ...... 82 ... . . PA 238 
Music Performance (MUSP) ....... 64 .. . .. PA 238 
Orientation (ORIE) . . ..... . ..... 17 ... .. AS 209 
Physical Education (PE) . . . . ...... 33 ... HAH 227 
Physical Education &: Spons 
Science (PESS) . . . . . . . . . 67 .. . HAH 227 
Philosophy (PHll) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 .... BH 123 
Physics (PHYS) ... .... . .... . . . . 86 .. .. MS 324 
Political Science (POL) . . . . . ...... 85 . ... BH 329 
Psychology (PSY) ........... . .. . 76 . .. . WH 102 
Reading (RONG) ............. . . 65 . . .. SH 101 
Recreation (REC). . . . . . . . .. 28 .. _ HAH 227 
Religious Studies (REL) .......... 63 .... BH 112 
Russian (RUSS) ... ...... .. ... . . 68 . . . . BH 228 
Science (SC!) ....... .. .. . ... .. . 21 .. .. MS 262 
Sociology (SOC) ............ . . . 46 .... SH 262 
Soviet Studies (SOY) . .. . . . . . . . .. 89 .. BH 228 
Spanish (SPAN). . . .. . ... . .. 78 .. . . BH 228 
Speech Communication (SPC) . . .. . 88 . . .. MS 129 
Special Education (SPED) . . ...... 96 ... EB A211 
Spon Science (SS) . . ...... 45 ... HAH 227 
Social Science (SSC]) . . . . . . ... . .. 99 . . .. SH 361 
Social Studies (SST) . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 .... SH 361 
Statistics (STAT) . . . . 4 2 ... ECC 139 
Social Work (SW) . . . ... .. ... ... 95 .... SH 236 
Technology (TECH) . . . . . .. ...... 57 . . . . HH 216 
Theatre &: Film Studies (THFS) . .. . 41 . .. . . PA 202 
Women Studies (WS) .. . . ..... . . . 94 . . . . EB Bl20 
This form is used only if you have never attended St. Cloud State University and wish to 
register as a special (non-degree) student or if you are a former student who has not 
attended SCSU since fall, 1973. Return to AS-117, five working days before you plan to 
use the TouchTone Registration System. 
DATA INFORMATION FORM sRS024.1 
Please_FILL IN or CIRCLE the Proper Items 
(Please Use Full Legal Name) 
4Hl l,,IWl,,,I I I I I I I I I I I 
1. Male 
2. Female 











I. Asian or Pacific Islander 
I I I I 
Office of Records and Registration 
St. Cloud State University 
720 Fourth Avenue South 
St. Ooud, MN 56301-4498 




I I I I I I I □ Send Grades to: 
(Circle One) LVI. 
□ PRI 
2. Am. Indian or Alaska Native 
Month Day Year 
of Birth 
1. Permanent Address 
3. Black (Non-Hispanic) 2. Local Address 
4. Hispanic (Latin or S. American) 
5. White (Non-Hispanic) 
Permanent Address and J>hQne 
4Hl 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Street Address (Line l) Street Address (Line 2 If Needed - e.g. Apt. etc.) 
I I I I I I LLJ I I I I 4H3 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 
City State Zip Code Area Code Telephone 
County of Permanent Address _______________________ _ 
Local AddresS_11nd__1>_hon~_(Please Complete Even If Same as Above) 
4H2 2 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I 1 1 I 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Street Address (Line l) Street Address (Line 2 If Needed - e.g. A pt. etc.) 
I I I I I I I I I I 
City 
Emeriency Contact Address and Name 
(Circle One of the Numbers) 
4H4 1. Permanent Address 
2. Local Address 
I I I I I I I 
Name: Last/First/Middle 
LLJ I I I I 
State Zip Code 
You must have a completed Baccalaureate (4 year) Degree to register for 500-600 level classes. 
Do you hold a Baccalaureate Degree? Yes___ No 
4H3 2 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 
Area Code Telephone 
OFFICE USE ONLY 
Have you attended St. Cloud State before? Yes ___ No __ _ 
If yes, First Quarter Attended? Qtr. ___ Year ___ _ 4At INls lnl I 1 , , 1 I 
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···················································································································································· ························································································································· ........ . 
Dircctor_y 
Bookstore (on campus) . . ......... . .. . ... 255-0061 Minority Student Programs ... . ... .. . . . . .255-3003 
Business office ......... . .................. .255-0121 Records and Registration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 255-2111 
Counseling . . . . ........ .............. . .. .. . . ... .255-4080 Residential life ...... . . ....... . . . ..... 255-2166 
Dean of the Graduate School, Dennis Nunes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .255-2113 Security and Parking . . . . . . ...... 255-3453 
Secretary. Kathy Meyer .. 255-2113 Self-paced study and extension classes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .255-3081 
Financial Aid . ... ......... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . ... . .. . . ..... . 255-204 7 Student Disability Services . . . . . . . . . .... 255-4080 
Health Services . . ... . •. ... . 255-3191 Touchtone registration system .654-5288 
Leaming Resources Center ... . . . . ... . . 255-2084 Veterans' information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 5 5-4040 
Dept/College 
College of Business 
Dept. No. 
Accounting 2 9 
BCIS 43 
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 20 
Management 05 
Marketing/General Business 52 
MN Chair in Real Estate 
Center for Business Research 
College of Education 
Applied Psychology 54 
Child and Family Studies 23 
Educ. Admin. & Leadership 32 
Human Relations 75 
Information Media 25 
HPERSS 67 
Special Education 96 
Teacher Development 7 4 
College of Fine Arts &: Humanities 
An 84 
Communication Disorders 16 
English 55 
Foreign Languages 36 
Mass Communications 87 
Music 06 
Philosophy 44 
Speech Communication 88 
Theatre 41 
College of Science &: Engineering 
Applied Research Center 
Aviation 57 
Biological Sciences 22 
Chemistry 72 
Computer Science 69 
Eanh Sciences 79 
Electrical Engineering 34 
Environmental and Tech. Studies 15 
Mathematics 11 
Physics, Astr. & Engineering 
Statistics 42 
College of Social Sciences 
Criminal Justice 56 
Economics 51 
Economic Education Center 
Geography 77 
History 31 
Center For Community Studies 98 
Minority Studies 53 
Social Science Research Inst. 
Poli!ical Science 85 
Psychology 86 
Social Work 95 
Sociology/Anthropology 46 
Womens Studies 94 
Graduate Studies 
Chair/Director . . ... .... .. . . . . . . Bldg ... . . .. . Phone ... . ... . .. ....... . Contact 
James Kelly, Dean . . . . . . . . . . . . .BB-124 . . 3213 
Wayne Wells, Assistant Dean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3212 
John I.ere . . . . . . . . ... BB-210 . .3038 
Ruth Meyer . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. BB-204 .. 2174 
Steve Mooney . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... BBll0 . . .4986 
Dwaine Tallent . . . .. .. .... . • ..... BB-104 .3225 
Bill Rodgers .................... BB-304 .2057 
Steve Mooney ..... .. .... . . ...... BB-116 ....... 3098 
Rich Sebastian, Director . . . . .... BB-122 . . . 3215 
Alice Thomas, Interim Dean ........ EB-All0 ...... 3023 
Pamm Mattick, Director of Applied Research 
MarilynJensen .................. EB-A253 .3131 
Pam Mattick .... . . . . . . . . .EB-Bll8 .2132 
Judee McMullen ................. EB-Al31 .2160 
Sudie Hofmann . . . . . . . . . .EB-Bll8 ...... 3124 
John Berling, Director ....... . ..... CH-214 . . .2062 
Ruth Nearing . . . . .HaH-227 ...... 2155 
Joan Kellett .EB-A211 ...... 2041 
Jan Hintz . . . . . . . . . ... EB-Al32 ...... 3007 
Michael Connaughton, Dean . .. KVAC-101 . . . . . 3093 
Virginia Bradley . . . . .. KVAC-111 ..... 4283 
Jerry 1..aVoi .... ... . . . . ..... EB-A216 . . .2092 
Rohen Inkster . ... . . ...... . . . ... R-106 . . . . . .3061 
William Langen . .. BH-228 . .. 
Richard Hill .SH-125 . . 
Marcelyn Smale . . . .PA-238 
Mathias Steup ............... . . . BH-123 . . . 
Jeffrey Ringer . . . . . .MS-129 . 







G. Richard Hogan, Dean ... . . . . . . . . MS-145 . . . .. . . 2192 
Dale Williams, Asst. Dean 
Al-Hassan Musah .. ECC-154 . . . .. 3909 
John Gammell ... .. ...... HH-216 .2107 
David DeGroote ...... .. . . . . . . .. MS-262 .... 2039 
Jack Mcl<enna .... ... . . . . . . ..... MS358 .. 3031 
James Howatt ...... . . ... . . . . .... ECC-139 . . .4960 
Garry Anderson ..... ... . .. . ... .. MS-41 .... 3260 
Mike Henegan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ECC-211 .... 3252 
Bill 1..aCroix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .HH-203 ...... 3235 
Ralph Carr . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. ECC-139 . . ... 3001 
Dave Jerde ..... . . .. . . . . .. . .... MS324 .. 2011 
H. Bayo Lawal . ... .. . .. . .... ECC-139 . .3001 
Raymond Merritt, Dean . . . . . . . . .. WH-1012 .4790 
Karen Schmid, Asst. Dean 
C. W. Seefeldt .. .SH-257 . .4101 
Bill Luksetich . . . . .......... SH-386 ....... 2227 
Richard MacDonald, Director ... SH388 .2157 
Tom Dockendorf! . . . .. SH359 . .3160 
Meredith Medler .... . . . . . .. . .... SH 283 .. 3165 
Pamela Mittlefehldt ..... . . . . . ... . SH365 ....... 2248 
RobenJohnson .EB-Bl20A ..... 4928 
Hal Lofgreen, Director . . . . . . . . . .SH-328 ...... . 4934 
Homer Williamson . . . . . ... BH-329 .. 2162 
Joan Hemmer .. . ... WH-102 .... 4157 
Rick Present ........ .. . . . . . . .... SH236 .. .. 3139 
Linda Havir ............ . .... ... SH-262 . . 2294 
Pat Samuel, Director .... . .. ... .... EB-Bl20 ... 4928 
Dennis Nunes, Dean . ... AS-121 .. 2113 
... Mary Jo Klaverkamp 
. . . . . Karen le Brun 
... Cindy Schmitz 
. . Jan Tadych 
... .. .. . . ....... Julie Clasen 
... Bev Wenz 
... Diane McClure 
.... Julie Clasen 
.... .Vi Dinndorf 
. .. Debra Buranen, Darlene Klitsch 
..... Lora Krueger Judy Walek 
..... Diane Schmitz 
.Diane Bouffard 
... Carleen Guck 
... Lucy Supan 
... Gayle Ruesch Clark 
..... Dori Lust 
... Lisa Rarick, Sandy Osterholt 
... Pat Hankopf 
... Ann Chmielwski 
... Elaine Taufen 
... Carol Fish, Barb Gammon, 
Sue Gill 
..... Judy Meemken, Pat Kosel 
.. Gail Fritz, Jenny Rahe 
..... Dani Anderson, Janelle Pederson 
.Barbara Seefeldt 
..... Donna Banks, Nancy Michael 
... Linda Quinlan 
... .. . . . . .. . . . ... Jan Anderson, Diane Decker, 
Mary Fugleberg 
.. . .... . ....... Deb Rudolph 
...... Angie Olberding 
. .. . . Barb Kjellberg, Mary McKenzie, 
Barb Raymond 
. .. Bernie Frie 
.... .Sue Pope 
. .. . .. .. . . . . . . ... Jan Maslonkowski 
. . . Doris Schramel 
.Marlene Stangl 
.. Celia Carr, Linda Faltersack 
...... Linette Simonson 
....... Celia Carr 
.... Ann Chaika, Betty Lommel 
.Deborah Yorek 
.... Sue Solberg 
.... Judi Schindele 
. . . . . . Janice Schlangen 
..... Brenda Tritz 
... . Lois Traut 
. . . .. . .. ... . .. ... Joyce Reiter 
.. . .. . ... . .. . . .... Mary Howell 
.... . ... . . . .. . .... Carol Shaw 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Barb Hankopf 
. . . .. . . . ... .Terri Gillitzer 
.... Lois Traut 
.Kathy Meyer, Ann Anderson 
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Campus map To reach the campus 
• from Interstate 94 
Use Exit 171 , take County Road 75 into city, follow signs. 
• from Highway 10 
Exit at Highway 23 intersection, cross river, tum left at Fourth 
Avenue South, follow signs. 
• from the southwest (Highways 15, 23; County Road 75) 
All routes link with Division Street; tum right at Fifth Avenue 
South , follow signs. 
• from the east (Highway 23) 
Cross river, tum left at Fourth Avenue South, follow signs 
J LJlO ~ 9 ! 8 ~ 7 ILJ e 5 1 E 4 1 g 3 J ~ 2 1 ~ 1 11L 
: ; .. A•• , ,11 , ~::::::; Loi l ::===;:::=; ~ -_"""" □ ~ e. 
~'~~~ ~ M tm r:-::_~~-~-- ~ ~ L 
0 Lot C Studlff D 
KLol  [!1 9..,..1ng ~ [::th Ave. 
E1 A~ 








D-2 Continuing Studies 8-5 Math and Science Center 
C-4 Administrative Services Building 
D-4 Alumni House 
C-6 Engineering & Computing Center E-5 Minority Center 
E-5 American Indian Center 
A-5 Eastman Hall A-2 Mitchell Hall 
8-3 Atwood Center 
D-5 Education Building D-9 National Hockey Center 
8-1 Benton Hall 
8-2 Garvey Commons C-3 Performing Arts Center 
C-5 Bookstore 
D-7 Halenbeck Hall A-5 Riverview 
8-4 Brown Hall 
C-4 Headley Hall E-3 Security & Information 
E-2 Buildings & Grounds 
8-7 Heating Plant 8-2 Sherburne Hall 
C-2 Hill Hall 8-6 Shoemaker Hall 
A-4 Business Building 
C-1 Holes Hall C-1 Steams Hall 
8-1 Carol Hall 
E-2 International Studies A-4 Stewart Hall 
C-2 Case Hall 
C-4 Centennial Hall 
A-2 Kiehle Visual Arts Center A-2 Whitney House 
A-1 Colbert Houses 
A-3 Lawrence Hall 
C-7 Maintenance Building 
ST. CLOUD STATE 
u N I V E R s T y 
A tradition of excellence and opportunity 
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